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The exploration of clean and renewable energy sources is one of the urgent global 
challenges to meet our growing energy demand. Salinity gradients have been recognized 
as a potential renewable energy source that has yet to be well tapped. Upon mixing two 
solutions with salinity difference, Gibbs free energy is released, which could be harnessed 
via membrane-based technologies as renewable energy. Reverse electrodialysis (RED) and 
pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) are two such feasible technologies possess great potential 
for capturing salinity gradient power (SGP). The objective of this work is to develop 
different types of membranes desired to the RED and PRO systems for efficient clean and 
renewable energy harvesting.  
In a RED system, the core components are ion exchange membranes (IEMs) 
including anion exchange membranes (AEMs) and cation exchange membranes (CEMs). 
AEMs and CEMs are alternatively stacked to generate chemical potential with controlled 
ions transport through two types of IEM. The properties of IEMs, especially membrane 
conductivity and permselectivity, play crucial roles on RED system energy generation 
performance. This work advances the fundamental understanding on the correlation of 
membrane resistance and permselectivity with membrane microstructure through Monte 
Carlo simulation and experimental validation. The results suggest a fine-tuning approach 
on future membrane synthesis with anticipating membrane properties for success of RED 
power performance.  
Most of the studies on RED performance focus on investigating standard IEMs with 
feed solutions containing only NaCl. However, it has been recognized that RED system 
 xvii 
energy output is limited under natural water conditions, specifically the presence of 
multivalent ions and natural organic matters (NOM). With layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly 
of positively charged and negatively charged polyelectrolytes at a standard AEMs’ surface, 
we are able to obtain desirable membrane with synergistically enhanced monovalent ion 
selectivity and anti-organic fouling potential. This work demonstrates the efficacy of LBL 
optimized AEMs for efficient RED power generation. 
 Differing from RED system, in a PRO system, the key elements are osmotic-driven 
membranes rather than IEMs. The progress in PRO power performance has been hampered 
by the absence of high-performance membranes possessing the essential transport and 
structural properties. In this work, we have developed freestanding 2D MXene/GO hybrid 
membranes showing necessary water stability and water permeability. With application of 
the self-standing, support-free thin membranes, the internal concentration polarization 
(ICP) is significantly reduced, and, hence, the effective driving force for water permeation 
largely increases. Consequently, the water flux and power density of the PRO system can 
be greatly enhanced. What’s more, the hybrid thin membranes exhibit improved anti-
organic fouling and anti-biofouling potential. The findings of this work shed light on a new 
platform in designing freestanding heterostructure membranes for advancing large-scale 
viability of PRO technique.  
In summary, this dissertation presents deeper understanding of IEMs performance 
and advances membranes development for capturing renewable energy from salinity 
gradients via RED and PRO systems. Computational modeling and simulation results 
reveal insight into the relationship of IEMs’ permselectivity and conductivity with their 
underlying characteristics. The fundamental study provides better optimization approaches 
 xviii 
of high-performance IEMs for RED system. Specifically, most theoretical derivations and 
model simulations are generic for IEMs, and therefore, can potentially be applied to water 
desalination processes such as electrodialysis (ED) system. Additionally, the development 
of multifunctional IEMs and osmotic-driven membranes highlights the promise in large-




CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Salinity gradient power  
The rapid increasing global energy demands, and environmental issues such as 
climate change and air pollution caused by prolonged dependence on conventional fossil 
fuels have stimulated the development of clean and sustainable energy sources as 
alternatives. So far, remarkable progress has been made in capturing renewable energy 
from clean and sustainable sources such as solar energy, wind energy, hydrothermal 
energy, biomass energy, etc. [1]. However, to advance the current renewable energy 
generation techniques, more efforts are necessary to strive for attractive sustainable energy 
sources that have been overlooked.   
Salinity gradients are such emerging candidates that holds a huge amount of 
untapped renewable and clean energy with significant low carbon footprint. The salinity 
gradient power (SGP) can be extracted upon mixing of two solutions with salinity 
difference [2]. In terms of the natural salinity gradients, SGP can be captured where fresh 
major rivers flowing into the oceans globally [3]. Alternatively, SGP can also be derived 
from anthropogenic streams by pairing desalination brine with wastewater treatment 
effluents [4-8]. Additionally, natural hypersaline waters (e.g., the Deas Sea, the Great Salt 
Lake and salt domes) are also attractive salinity gradients sources that can offer higher 
energy output [9, 10]. The technically harvestable SGP from global natural salinity 
gradients has been estimated to reach 0.983 terawatts [11], which is equivalent to 
approximately 36.8% of the net electricity production in 2015 worldwide (234,00 TW h). 
The free energy of mixing is irreversibly lost in entropy if the two solutions are mixed in 
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an uncontrolled way. Thus, to convert the released free energy to useful work, the 
controlled mixing is required through engineered energy production processes. Several 
techniques have been proposed to harvest sustainable energy from salinity gradients, 
including RED [12, 13], PRO [14, 15], capacitive mixing (CapMix) [16, 17], and 
nanofluidic osmotic power generators [18], etc. Among all the technologies, membrane-
based RED and PRO technologies have been acknowledged as the leading candidates [15, 
19]. 
1.2. Reverse Electrodialysis 
The concept of electricity production from mixing fresh and salty water by a RED 
system was first proposed in 1954 [20]. For a RED system, the core components are IEMs, 
which are prepared with polymer blocks containing active ion exchange functional groups. 
In terms of CEMs, the negatively charged functional groups allow the cations to transport 
across the membrane while repelling the anions. With respect to the AEMs, the positively 
charged functional groups show inverse ion transport manner in comparison to the CEMs. 
In RED system, repeating pairs of negatively charged CEMs and positively charged CEMs 
are alternatively arranged in series to regulate selective ion transport across membranes. In 
detail, when fresh and salty water are pumped into the RED system continuously, the 
chemical potential difference drives cations to transport across AEMs from the salty feed 
water side to the freshwater side, and anions to transport across AEMs from the salty water 
to the fresh water. Consequently, the net ionic flux is generated through the whole 
membrane pack.  Then, the ionic flux is converted to an electric current via redox reaction 
occurring at the two end electrodes when introducing an external circuit configured with 




Figure 1 - Schematic diagram of a RED stack with two pairs of AEMs and CEMs.The 
redox pair is [Fe (CN)6]-3 / [Fe (CN)6]-4. NaCl solutions at two different concentrations 




Considering the IEMs as the key elements in a RED system, the effectiveness and 
energy efficiency of the system are primarily determined by the IEMs properties including 
membrane permselectivity, ionic resistance, ion exchange capacity [21] [21], etc. 
Permselectivity indicates the ability of an IEM to exclude co-ions from permeating across 
the membrane while allowing counter-ions to pass through. Practically, the apparent 
permselectivity of a membrane determines the achievable open circuit voltage (OCV) 
throughout the RED stack under given salinity gradients as following [22]: 
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)                                                (1)     
where 𝛼 is the apparent permselectivity of a membrane, N is the total pairs of IEMs used 
in a RED stack, R is the gas constant (J mol-1K-1), T is the absolute temperature (K), and 
𝛼𝑐, 𝛼𝑑 are the activities (mol L
-1) for the concentrated solution and the diluted solution, 
respectively. 
The gross RED power output is calculated based on the Kirchhoff’s law as follows: 




𝟐                                                (2)  
where Rstack (Ω) is the overall stack resistance arising from all the components in a RED 
stack, RL (Ω) is the external load resistance. Thus, the maximized power density is achieved 
when Rstack (Ω) is equivalent to RL (Ω) [23]: 




                                                    (3) 
The overall 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 is the summation of resistances rising from all the components 
in a RED stack with N pairs of IEMs, which is expressed as [24]:  
                                           𝑹𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒄𝒌 = 𝑵(𝑹𝒎 + 𝑹∆𝑪 + 𝑹𝑫𝑩𝑳) + 𝑹𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒅𝒆                        (4) 
where 𝑅𝑚 is the membrane ionic resistance ascribed to the ions transporting through IEMs, 
𝑅∆𝐶 is the resistance caused by the change in the bulk solution concentration, 𝑅𝐷𝐵𝐿 is the 
diffusion boundary layer resistance in relation to concentration polarization, and 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 
is the resistance of two electrodes. The contributions of the resistance from different parts 
to the overall stack resistance have been well investigated by combining theoretical and 
experimental results in the literatures [25, 26]. It has been clearly suggested that the 𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 
largely depends on ionic resistance of the IEMs and resistance from feed solution especially 
the diluted solution [26]. 
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According to the governing equations abovementioned for RED power density, the 
membrane permselectivity and ionic resistance are specifically considered as two 
predominant parameters to maximize the RED power performance. Amounts of research 
have focused on developing and optimizing IEMs with anticipated properties i.e. low ionic 
resistance and high permselectivity. However, limited attention has been paid to the 
fundamental understanding on the correlation of membrane properties with its underlying 
characteristics and membrane microstructures. A deeper fundamental understanding on 
membrane properties determining factors would be potentially instructive to future 
materials selection and development of high-performance IEMs for electrochemical 
process. 
So far, RED system has been intensively investigated with artificial feed solutions 
containing only NaCl under lab-scale conditions. However, the major salinity gradients for 
the large-scale application of RED technology come from the natural streams (e.g. river 
waters and sea water), which contain not only monovalent ions but also multivalent ions. 
Although the fraction of multivalent ions, such as SO4
2-, Mg2+, and Ca2+, is relatively less 
than that of Na+ and Cl- in natural waters, their influences on the RED power output are 
noteworthy [23, 24, 27]. Previous studies have reported that the presence of multivalent 
ions, especially in a diluted solution, results in a sacrificed open circuit voltage across the 
membranes and in turn, decreasing power generation [28-31]. This lowering effect can be 
ascribed to the increased ohmic resistance of RED stack and the uphill transport of 
multivalent ions, i.e., the transport of multivalent ions against their concentration gradients 
[28, 29]. Due to the difference in valence, the electromotive force given by the Nernst 
equation for Cl- is larger than that for SO4
2-. Therefore, to maintain the electroneutrality at 
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both sides of an IEM, one SO4
2- transports from the diluted solution side to the concentrated 
solution side in exchange of two Na+ in an opposite direction.  Typically, the standard IEMs 
have no specific selectivity towards monovalent ions, which is unfavorable to the scaling 
up of RED application. Hence, it is critical to design membranes with the preferential 
selectivity for monovalent ions while eliminating the permeation of divalent ions. In 
addition, the field application of the RED system is also limited by membrane fouling, 
which affects the membrane performance and reduces the effective lifetime of the 
membrane [32, 33]. Considering the fouling mechanism, AEMs are more prone to 
membrane fouling triggered by the presence of natural organic matters (NOM). The 
negatively charged and hydrophobic NOM, such as humic acids, will shield the positively 
charged groups in AEMs resulting in a decrease of the apparent permselectivity and an 
increase in the membrane resistance. Consequently, the obtained power output and energy 
efficiency decreases rapidly when natural sources of feed water are used [32].  
1.3. Pressure retarded osmosis 
With respect to the working principles, PRO system is fundamentally different with 
RED system. In a PRO system, water permeation across a semipermeable membrane is 
driven by the osmotic pressure difference between the concentrated draw solution and the 
diluted feed solution. An external hydraulic pressure lower than the osmotic pressure 
difference is applied to pressurize the draw solution. The draw solution volume gets 
expanded with water permeating through the salt - rejecting membrane from the feed 
solution side. Then, the useful work can be generated by partially releasing the diluted, 
pressurized draw solution through a mechanical energy conversion device such as a hydro-
turbine. The driving force for water permeation in PRO is the osmotic pressure difference, 
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which increases almost proportionally to the increased salinity gradients. While, it is not 
so for RED system with Nernst potential being as the driving force of ions transport. Hence, 
the PRO system is suitable to take advantage of the greater salinity gradients, whereas the 
contribution of larger salinity gradients to RED power performance is not remarkable [19].  





Figure 2 - Schematic diagram of a laboratory-scale PRO system. Crossflow mode of 






Theoretically, the obtainable osmotic power is calculated by the product of water 
flux across a membrane and the applied hydraulic pressure at the draw solution [34]. In a 
PRO process, the water flux is governed by the transport and structural properties of the 
membrane [35, 36]. The commonly used  PRO membranes are thin-film composite (TFC) 
flat-sheet and hollow fiber membranes, which consist of a thin active layer and a thick 
porous support layer [37-41]. In the PRO process, the active layers of TFC membranes are 
typically placed to face the draw solution and the support layers are facing the feed solution. 
The draw solution is diluted with water permeating through the support layer from the feed 
solution, while the reverse diffusion of the draw solute across the support layer to 
compensate the diluted draw solution [36]. However, the compensating process is largely 
restricted due to the thick and tortuous support layer of TFC membrane, which results in 
the internal concentration polarization (ICP) [42, 43]. It has been showed that the ICP is 
primarily responsible for the relatively low water flux of TFC membranes, especially, at 
higher concentrations of draw solution. Hence, it is beneficial to develop high performance 
PRO membranes with minimized ICP. To realize this goal, TFC membranes with thin and 
highly porous support layers have been fabricated [35, 39]. Although the PRO system with 
thin TFC membranes showing the power density higher than the commercialization 
benchmark of 5 W m-2, the PRO power performance is still limited by the ICP and the 
relatively low water permeability [4, 44].  
Additionally, membrane fouling also greatly limits the PRO power performance, 
particularly with wastewater effluents as the feeds [7, 45-47]. With water transporting 
across the TFC support layer, the foulants as well as the microbials in the feeds are easily 
trapped inside the porous structure, which leads to dramatical increase in ICP and critical 
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decrease in effective osmotic driving force for water permeation [48-51]. Therefore, to 
develop PRO membranes with effective antifouling potential is highly anticipated for the 

















CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Considering the background, the principles and the challenges presented in the 
previous chapter, I will demonstrate my research objectives and the rationale in this 
chapter.  
2.1. Research Objectives 
The overall objective of this work is to advance the reverse electrodialysis (RED) 
and pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) technologies for gradient power (SGP) harvesting. 
Throughout the research, the efforts have been focused on developing novel membranes 
with desired properties that give rise to highly efficient RED and PRO power output. 
Statistical method based on Monte-Carlo concept is developed to provide guidance for 
future design of membranes. To realize the viability of large-scale of sustainable energy 
capturing, membranes exhibiting high-performance under real water conditions are 
urgently needed. Two-dimensional (2D) materials such as graphene oxide (GO) and 
emerging class of transition metal carbide (MXene) offer great opportunities in water 
treatment due to its excellent properties in accelerated water transport and superior ion 
selectivity. Considering the working principles in the PRO system, the 2D materials hold 
a great potential in osmotic energy harvesting. Therefore, to strive for harvesting 
economically attractive SGP, 2D materials-based membranes with more efficient mass 
transport remains to be explored.  
The specific objectives of this dissertation are to: 
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1. Explore the correlation of ion exchange membranes properties, specifically 
permselectivity and ionic resistance, with membranes underlying characteristics by 
statistical simulation coupled with experimental validation.   
2. Develop anion exchange membranes (AEMs) rendering monovalent-ions 
selectivity as well as antifouling potential to achieve considerable RED power output under 
a complicated water matrix condition closer to the real waters. 
3. Take advantages of the unique properties of 2D materials to develop MXene/GO 
hybrid thin membranes to remarkably minimize the internal concentration polarization 
(ICP) and greatly accelerate the PRO power output. 
2.2. Dissertation Overview 
The dissertation is organized into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the salinity 
gradients as an emerging clean and renewable energy production source and two leading 
technologies for SGP harvesting. The performance-determining components and its 
anticipating properties, the working principles and the remaining challenges are 
highlighted in this chapter. Chapter 2 specifies the research objectives and the organization 
of the dissertation.  
Chapter 3 explores the relationship between membrane properties and membrane 
underlying characteristics. The membrane permselectivity and conductivity are 
successfully modelled on a series of SPPO membranes prepared using three different 
organic solvents as well as commercial Fumatech FKS membranes. The statistical 
simulation shows good agreement with the experimental results. In this work, the trend of 
membrane permselectivity and conductivity varies upon membrane thickness is well 
explained by combing the three-phase model and the percolation theory. This study offers 
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potential guidance for future development of IEMs with desired properties for membrane-
based technologies. 
Chapter 4 demonstrates a study on the fabrication of monovalent-ion selective 
AEMs by taking advantages of layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly of polyelectrolytes on 
standard AEMs surface. The physiochemical and electrochemical properties of the 
membranes have been comprehensively characterized. The ion transport properties and the 
RED power performance are thoroughly investigated. The results in this work indicate that 
the LBL modification is a versatile method rendering membranes anticipating properties 
for more efficient RED power output towards commercialization benchmark. 
Chapter 5 develops the freestanding MXene/GO hybrid thin membranes for the 
PRO system. It turns out that the water flux is largely enhanced, and the resultant power 
output is significantly increased attribution to the apparent reduction in ICP. In addition, 
the hybrid membranes with smaller MXene/GO ratio exhibit good stability and improved 
antifouling potential. This work opens the route to design high-performance membranes 
showing great application prospects in osmotic-driving process including PRO but not 
limited to PRO. 
Chapter 6 sums up the main findings throughout the research and suggests the 
perspectives on the future research and the application of membrane-based technologies. 
2.3. Originality and Merit of the Research 
The studies of this dissertation are original and advance the membrane-based 
technologies referred to RED and PRO system for SGP production. Specifically, the 
findings gained throughout the research is dedicated to developing membranes with 
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satisfying properties for clean and renewable energy harvesting technologies from the 
following aspects: 
1. Tuning the membrane permselectivity and conductivity based on the statistical 
simulation; 
2. Developing monovalent-ion selective membranes with enhanced antifouling 
potential to satisfy the requirements for practical application of membrane-based 
technologies; 
3. Enabling application viability of advanced materials-based membrane 













CHAPTER 3. PERMSELECTIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY OF 
CATION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES: A PERCOLATION 
SIMULATION OF MASS TRANSPORT 
3.1. Abstract 
Ion exchange membranes (IEMs) have been widely applied in water 
desalination/separation and sustainable energy generation. In these applications, two of the 
most important properties of IEMs, ionic conductivity and permselectivity, draw the most 
attention from researchers. However, a favorable high permselectivity is usually achievable 
at a sacrifice of membrane conductance, as the latter is a function of membrane thickness. 
Theoretical guidance is still lacking on where to find the optimized membrane properties 
in applications that are sensitive to both conductance and permselectivity. In this study, we 
have proposed a novel modeling and simulation of IEM microstructure and associated the 
microstructure with membrane permselectivity and conductance. Using open and closed 
sites to represent the polymeric and interstitial electrolyte phases of the membrane matrix, 
membrane permselectivity and conductivity can be successfully modeled and simulated on 
a set of sulfonated poly(2,6,-dimethyl-1, 4-phenylene oxide) (SPPO) membranes prepared 
using different organic solvents (N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone, dimethylformamide and 
dimethyl sulfoxide), and commercial Fumatech FKS membranes. The resulting simulation 
provides good agreement with experimental observations. Notably, the decrease in 
permselectivity upon decreasing membrane thickness is well explained by the model 
considering the combined effects resulting from the membrane void ratio and the 
percolative states of the lattice structure. When the membrane void ratio is below the 
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critical threshold of 0.31, almost no sacrificing of permselectivity is observed with 
decreased membrane thickness, while for membranes with a void ratio significantly larger 
than the threshold, permselectivity is low and conductance is high. The effect of different 
organic solvents on membrane synthesis can be well explained by solvent-polymer 
interaction. This work potentially provides fundamental guidance in developing high-
performance IEMs. 
3.2. Introduction 
The core components for membrane-dependent techniques such as reverse 
electrodialysis (RED) [52, 53], electrodialysis (ED) [54, 55], flow batteries [56, 57] etc. 
are ion exchange membranes (IEMs). The IEMs have been intensively investigated to 
achieve desired membrane performance in the above-mentioned processes [56, 58-60]. 
Membrane performance is determined by both the membrane’s physicochemical properties 
(e.g., thickness, water content and hydrophilicity) and its electrochemical properties (e.g., 
permselectivity, area resistance, and ion exchange capacity (IEC). Among these properties, 
permselectivity and area resistance have emerged as the two essential ion transport 
properties [53, 61]. 
Permselectivity measures the relative preference of membranes to permeate 
different ionic species (usually cations versus anions). Area resistance, or the inverse of a 
membrane’s conductance, characterizes the ability to conduct ionic flow. Not surprisingly, 
these key membrane properties are inherently related to the microstructure of IEMs. 
Typical IEM microstructure consists of a polymeric matrix impregnated with negatively 
charged or positively charged functional groups. Such a charged membrane has 
traditionally been treated as a micro-heterogeneous system consisting of three phases (i.e., 
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a hydrophobic inert polymer, an active ion exchange zone, and an interstitial zone) [62, 
63]. The ionic conductivity of a membrane is mainly governed by the active ion exchange 
phase and the interstitial phase, whereas the permselectivity is governed by the mobility 
differences of counter- and co-ions in different membrane phases [63]. Many studies have 
focused on membrane conductivity associated with membrane microstructure [62]. 
However, limited consideration has been given to the correlation between permselectivity 
and microstructure of membranes. Attempts have been reported to associate 
permselectivity with ion exchange capacity, swelling degree, and other macro parameters 
of membranes [64]. However, when it comes to the interesting phenomenon where ultra-
thin membranes suffer from lowered permselectivities, a fundamental understanding is still 
lacking. 
When we consider membrane transport properties from the perspective of the 
percolative nature in their membrane microstructure, an intriguing correlation emerges. 
Modern percolation theory has been widely used in modeling continuous macroscopic 
objects. Randomly distributed sites or bonds are studied in their two- or three-dimensional 
connectivity. If different types of sites in the percolation lattice represent different phases 
in the membrane matrix, a natural combination of the three-phase model with the 
percolation theory emerges, and in fact, has been reported in the study of IEMs [62, 65, 
66]. These studies focused primarily on the percolative behavior of membrane 
conductivity. Hence, when the conductive site ratio in the lattice surpasses a threshold, the 
membrane conductivity dramatically changes. However, the plentiful structural 
information implied by percolation modeling is often omitted or untraceable.  
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In this study, a computational simulation of the percolation lattice representing 
different membrane phases has been implemented; therefore, the structural information 
generated was able to be retrieved and analyzed. Multiple experimental trials based on the 
Monte Carlo approach ensured statistically valid results. With the aid of simulation, various 
parameters involved in membrane transport phenomena can be obtained. From this 
perspective, membrane transport properties are modeled to explain the mechanisms of 
observed trends in conductivity and permselectivity with respect to membrane void ratio, 
which are calculated from the membrane thickness and water content. 
3.3. Model Development 
3.3.1. Simplified three-phase model 
The microstructure of an ion exchange membrane is assumed to be simulated based 
on the classical three-phase model. This three-phase model is a theoretical approach to 
model IEMs, which assumes three different phases existing within an ion exchange 
membrane matrix. As demonstrated in Figure 3, the three phases/regions can be classified 
into: 1) polymer molecular backbones that do not have contact with electrolytes but occupy 
the inner space of the polymer matrix (inert phase, f11); 2) active functionalized sites (e.g., 
sulfonated polymer chain sites) on the surface of polymer chains (pure gel phase, f12); and 
3) electroneutral electrolyte solution filling the voids between inert phases (inter gel phase, 
f2) [62, 67]. In this work, the pure gel phase for SPPO cation exchange membranes (CEMs) 
is the functionalized SO3
− groups on the poly(phenylene oxide)  (PPO) polymer backbones. 
Because ions can transport through two distinct phases, the gel phase and the inter-gel 
phase with different electrochemical properties, we can simplify the microstructure by 
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working with only two distinct phases in the following modelling procedure. The gel phase, 
which represents the selective phase, is favourable to counter-ions transport; meanwhile, 
the inter-gel phase is not limited to the permeation of counter-ions. The inter-gel phase 
provides an opportunity for co-ions to transport through the membrane. Furthermore, 
because membrane permselectivity and conductivity in a salt solution is of concern, we 
will focus only on these two properties. In addition, we assume the cross-section of the 
membrane microstructure in Figure 3 goes through the membrane thickness. Therefore, 
only the inter-gel phase (the light blue area) connecting the upper and lower surfaces of the 











Membrane permselectivity is defined as the ratio of the flux of counter-ions to the 
total ionic flux (i.e., current density) through the membrane under a given driving force. 
This driving force can be due to a salinity gradient or electrical potential. In the case of 
permselectivity measurement, salinity gradient (0.5 M over 0.1 M NaCl solution) is the 
driving force. Therefore, the transport number of counter-ions and co-ions of a CEM 
(transporting majorly cations) must have a relationship as expressed in Equation 5 [67].  








                                                 (5)                                         
where J indicates flux (mol m−2 s−1); superscript G denotes the gel-phase (f1) parameters, 
and superscript S denotes the electrolyte phase filling the interstitial voids within the 
membrane matrix (f2); V denotes the cross-section volume of different phases in the 
membrane matrix; positive (+) and negative (−) signs denote counter-ion and co-ion, 
respectively.  
      Considering the definition of flux, we have:  









𝑽𝟏𝑫−𝑮 ∆𝒄−𝑮 +𝑽𝟐𝑫−𝒔 ∆𝒄−𝒔
                                            (6)                                  
where D and ∆𝑐  denote diffusivity and ion concentration of different ions in different 
phases, respectively. Ion valence has been omitted assuming we have sodium chloride as 
the model electrolyte with a 1:1 charge ratio. Then, an approximation is made here that the 
leakage of co-ions is majorly through interstitial electrolytes (f2), because of the significant 
low concentration of co-ions on the inter-gel phase surface. Therefore, Equation 6 can be 
simplified as follows: 


















                                        (7)      
Furthermore, in the NaCl solution, which is a concern in this study, we can assume: 
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𝒔                                           (8)              
Also, the definition of permselectivity (P) and the relationship between counter-
ions and co-ions can be expressed as [68]:  
                                                                      𝑷 = 𝟐𝒕+ − 𝟏                                               (9)       
                                                                      𝒕+ + 𝒕− = 𝟏                                               (10)                              
Then, we can finally show a linear relationship between the reciprocity of 
permselectivity and the volume of different phases as: 












+ 𝟏                                     (11)       
The relationship listed in Equation 11 indicates that, at a given membrane material 
and salinity gradient, the ratio of volumes of different membrane phases (defined as 
percolative-to-inert volume ratio) will show a linear relationship with the inverse of 
permselectivity. Membrane permselectivity can be measured experimentally. However, to 
obtain this volume ratio of different phases, direct experimental measurement is not 
feasible. Essentially, the volume of percolated sites, or the number of sites belonging to the 
percolative clusters V1, is a function of microstructure parameters as shown in: 
                                                                    𝑽𝟏 = 𝟏 − 𝑽𝟐 = 𝝋(𝒇𝟐, 𝜹)                              (12)      
where 𝑓2 is the inter-gel phase site number, and 𝛿 is the membrane thickness. 
The relationship between the percolated sites and the inter-gel phase and membrane 
thickness is non-trivial. There is no known analytical relationship between V1 with f2 and 
the 𝛿 of the function due to the complexity of percolative and non-percolative distribution 
with respect to inter-gel phase and membrane thickness. The focus of the next section is to 
discuss this complexity and how a Monto Carlo approach can help simulate the relationship 
depicted in Equation 12. 
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3.3.2. Percolation theory and microstructure simulation 
Percolation theory originates from the study of flow through porous media [69]. 
Mathematically, given a lattice of side length, L, let randomly chosen sites be of 
conductivity, b (or open) with a probability, p. Accordingly, the probability of a site having 
the conductivity of a (or closed) is 1 − p. If b >> a, the observed system conductivity 
characteristics change abruptly (or an infinite connected cluster appears) when p is larger 
than the critical threshold. In the context of ion transport through a CEM, the percolation 
threshold is a statistically defined minimum fraction of open volume (or a ratio of sites 
opening), to allow for the desired transport. If the transport of co-ions through the 
membrane is of concern, percolation happens when there is at least one connected pathway 
for co-ions to mitigate across the membrane. Table 1 summarizes percolation thresholds 
reported in the literature. For example, for a lattice matrix represented by continuous site 
cubes, a randomly distributed open site reaches about 31.2% of the total sites. Percolation 
pathway exists with a probability of higher than 50%. When pass the threshold, percolation 





Table 1 - Reported percolation threshold from literature. 
Dimensionality Bond Site References 
2D squares 0.500 0.593 [70] 




There is another interesting property having to do with the size of the threshold 
arising from percolation theory. If percolation is defined as occurring when a continuous 
connection of upper- and bottom-layer sites exists, then, the number of sites on the length 
and width dimensions is also an essential component in determining the threshold [71]. 
Specifically, as seen in Figure 4, the percolation threshold increases with increasing lattice 
thickness. Variations in the membrane phase distribution near the threshold develop roots 
from this property and reflect the dependency of percolated fractures on membrane 
thickness in   Equation 12. 
A sharp increase of percolation probability near the threshold exists, i.e., no matter 
how thick the lattice; moreover, a small change in open site probability near the threshold 
would transit from no percolation at all to almost surely percolated. When the open site 
fraction becomes significantly higher than the threshold, finding the percolation pathway 
is certain, and the number of open sites belonging to percolated clusters increases with the 




Figure 4 - Simulation of percolation probability as a function of lattice thickness with 
at least 100 trials at each setting. In these exemplary lattice, width and length are set 
to 64 with periodic boundary condition, but the thickness varies from 16 to 512. The 




3.3.3. Membrane Conductivity 
Other than membrane permselectivity, membrane conductivity is also related to ion 
transport in the membrane matrix. The governing Nernst-Planck equation shows how the 
flux of ions can be expressed as: 














                (13)                          
where Jk is the flux of ions (mol· m
-2∙s-1)) in the solution; Dk is the diffusivity of an ion 
species (m2·s-1); φ is the external electrical potential applied to the system (V); uk is the 
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mobility of ions (m2·V-1∙s-1)); R is the gas constant; F is the Faraday constant, and T is the 
temperature (K). Moreover, the diffusion term can be further defined such that the current 
density is [73]: 
























]  (14)             
Both terms in the bracket have the dimension of potential gradient and can, thus, 
further be expressed in a combined form (the electrochemical potential gradient if the 
pressure components are neglected). Let the combined potential be Φ (V); then, 
considering gel phase and solution phase, we have: 










                                   (15)                                          
However, Ohm’s law states that the conductivity κ (S·m−1) is: 
                                                                       𝒊 = 𝜿
𝒅𝚽
𝒅𝒙
                                                    (16)                                               
Thus, by substituting Equation 14 into Equation 15, the conductivity of the 
membrane phase solution is: 







𝑺)                                          (17)                                            
The superscript i indicates either a counter-ion or co-ion. Note that the minus sign 
only indicates the direction of the current in Equation 14 and is neglected in Equation 15. 
Finally, for a membrane with a thickness of h, the overall membrane resistance, or inverse 
of conductivity, is the summation of all resistance from all parts of either the gel phase or 
solution phase: 





















                  (18) 
The integral is necessary in case of considering both gel-phase and solution phase. 
However, with the simulation, a discrete volume with a known phase can be used to sum 
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up the overall resistance of membrane bulk. This approach provides another method to 
validate the simulation. 
3.3.4. Simulation Methodology 
The percolation theory is used not only to study the transport behavior of 
membranes near the threshold, but also to simulate the distribution of gel-phase (f1) and 
inter-gel phases (f2). The spatial distribution of sites provides additional information that 
can be used to derive membrane properties in combination with the three-phase model. For 
example, the volume ratio of the membranes that are part of the percolation clusters can be 
obtained from the simulation.  
 Moreover, a detailed differentiation of site and cluster types is also enabled. For 
example, randomly distributed sites or clusters connect to upper or lower surfaces but are 
not part of the percolated clusters (i.e., “dead ends”). Inert open sites also exist surrounded 
by closed sites that are usually counted toward f2 in conventional percolation studies. 
Because transport properties are of concern in this study, these differentiations are reflected 
in the simulation and are treated accordingly. In permselectivity analysis, since a percolated 
cluster is assumed to enable co-ion transport, only opening sites on both surfaces belonging 
to percolating clusters are counted towards V2. However, in terms of membrane 
conductance, an alternating current (AC) is applied to determine it. Then, an explicit 
calculation of conductance is made possible by considering the in-series connection of sites 
in the depth dimension and in-parallel conducting pathways of the length and width 
dimensions. 
Simulation of a 3-D lattice was implemented in Java (jdk1.8.0_141) on IntelliJ 
IDEA 2017.2.3 on a personal computer with 16 GB memory, using an Intel i7 – 6700HQ 
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processor. A 3-D multi-layer of cubes were initially generated with all sites set to closed. 
To model the membrane, the depth dimension was explicitly layered in accordance with a 
real sample thickness with 1 cube representing 15 nm x 15 nm x 15 nm of volume (as 
shown in Figure 5. Due to limitations in computational capacity, periodic boundary 
conditions were applied on the width and length dimensions with 64 sites representing each 
dimension. Simple algorithm implementation of sets unification and testing operations 
were efficient in processing open- or closed-site information. A Monte Carlo approach was 
adopted to tackle statistical variation among different experiments. At least 100 simulations 
were run representing different slices of membrane pillars and reflecting the effect of 
average percolation probability over the larger membrane area. Randomly selected sites 
were opened until the desired open site number was reached. The resulting open and closed 
sites represent a membrane layer with electrolytes as open sites and the inert phase 
(polymeric backbone) as closed sites. In addition to spatial information, the number of sites 
that were in the cluster connecting upper and lower surfaces was also obtained and 
considered an inter-gel phase. Conductance of the membrane was also calculated based on 







Figure 5 - Schematic of (a). a 3-D lattice and (b). the cross - section for the study of 
site percolation. Blue sites are defined as open sites and blank sites are closed to ion 




3.4. Materials and Methods 
3.4.1. Materials 
Poly (2, 6-dimethyl-1, 4-phenyleneoxides) (PPO, Mw 30000 and Mn 20000, 
MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, USA) were used as the polymer block. Additionally, 
98% of chlorosulfuric acid (MilliporeSigma, USA) was applied for the sulfonation 
reaction. All of the following were also purchased from MilliporeSigma: 99.5% anhydrous 
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), anhydrous 99.8% dimethylformamide (DMF), and 99.9% 
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ACS regeant dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), all of which were selected as organic solvents. 
Furthermore, 99% anhydrous chloroform and 99.9% methanol for HPLC were purchased 
from MilliporeSigma and used as received. Deionized (D.I.) water was generated from by 
a NANOpure DiamondTM Ultrapure water system (Barnstead International, Dubuque, IA, 
USA).  
3.4.2. Preparation of cation exchange membranes 
The sulfonation of poly 2, 6-dimethyl-1, 4-phenyleneoxides (PPOs) was conducted 
based on the protocol of previous work [74]. Briefly, PPO was dissolved into chloroform 
(9.6 wt%) with a magnetic stirring at room temperature. Further, chlorosulfonic acid 
dissolved in chloroform at a ratio of 1:12 (v/v) was slowly added into the PPO solution 
using a pressure-equalizing dropping funnel while stirring. The resulting precipitate was 
filtered and washed several times with deionized (DI) water, until the pH reached an 
approximately neutral value. The obtained SPPO was then redispersed into methanol, and 
the solution was poured into a Pyrex glass tray to dry at room temperature.  
Next, solution casting and phase inversion methods were used to synthesize SPPO 
CEMs. Each batch of polymer solution was prepared by dissolving certain amounts of 
SPPO into NMP and DMF with a volume ratio of 1:2.5, respectively. For the solvent, 
DMSO, the SPPO to DMSO volume ratio used is 1: 4.0. The polymer solution was stirred 
for 48 hours at room temperature to get a homogeneous solution. The resulting polymer 
solution was cast onto glass plates using a doctor’s blade with precise control of thickness. 
Then, the cast membranes were dried in air at ambient temperature together with the glass 
plates. After drying, the membranes were peeled off from the glass plates, and were 
immediately soaked into 1 M HCl solution for 24 h. Finally, the obtained CEMs were 
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stored in 0.5 M NaCl solution for future use. The prepared membranes were labeled SPPO-
X, where X denotes the organic solvents used in this work. 
3.4.3. Membrane characterizations 
Cross sections of different CEMs were characterized by a Hitachi SU8010 field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). To determine membrane thickness 
under wet conditions, a Hitach S-3700N variable pressure SEM (VPSEM,) was used. With 
an additional measurement of the cut-away sample of the membrane area, the total volume 
of the wet membrane can be calculated and used to calculate the void ratio of a membrane 
sample. The void ratio was used as the ratio of open sites in the simulation [64]. 
The membrane’s apparent permselectivity was measured using a static potential 
method with at least three replicates. For the conductance measurement, a resistance 
reading at an AC frequency of 1000 Hz and an amplitude of 1.8 A m−2 was used with at 
least six replicates. The appendix A depicts the experimental setup, measurement of the 
membrane’s apparent permselectivity, and conductance (reciprocal of area resistance) 
using AC, which are all based on previous work [26, 75].  
Membrane water content is usually reported in the literature [53, 76]. However, in 
this study, the simulation input is the void volume ratio within a swelled membrane matrix, 
i.e., membrane material expanded naturally in a wet status. Membrane pieces with a known 
wet status were removed from stock solution before measurement. Their surface water was 
carefully wiped off with Kimtech wipes and immediately weighed. After the wet weight 
was recorded, the dry weight was measured after drying in an oven at 60°C for at least 24 
hours. Then, the void volume ratio of the membrane sample was calculated as follows: 
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                                               𝑽𝒐𝒊𝒅% = 𝟏𝟎𝟎% −
(𝒘𝒘𝒆𝒕−𝒘𝒅𝒓𝒚) 𝝆𝒘⁄
𝑨×𝜹
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎%                   (19)                       
where, wwet and wdry are the membrane sample’s wet and dry weight, respectively. ρw is the 
water density at 25 °C; A is the membrane area, and δ is the wet thickness of the membrane 
sample. 
3.5. Results and discussion 
3.5.1. Membrane structure and electrochemical properties  
The polymer structure of SPPO membranes prepared with different organic 
solvents and commercial Fumasep® FKS membranes (FuMA-Tech GmbH, Bietigheim-
Bissingen, Germany) appeared in the cross-sectional images. As seen in Figure 6, a dense 
polymer matrix covers the NMP-based and DMF-based membranes, which is similar to 
the structure of commercial FKS membranes, while the membranes prepared from DMSO 
exhibit a relatively loose structure. The structure difference might potentially be attributed 




Figure 6 - Cross sections of SPPO membrane with (a) NMP, (b) DMF), (c) DMSO as 




3.5.2. Solvent-polymer interaction implication 
The difference between Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) of polymer and 
organic solvents has been widely used to evaluate the solvent-polymer affinity [77]. The 
smaller differences between the solubility parameters of polymer and solvent suggests 
stronger polymer-solvent interactions. The relative strength of polymer-solvent 
interactions determines the properties of the casting solution and presumably the 
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morphology of the final membrane [78]. The Hansen solubility parameter difference 
between polymer and solvent can be calculated as [78]: 
                               𝑫𝒑,𝒔 = √(𝜹𝒑,𝑫 − 𝜹𝒔,𝑫)𝟐 − (𝜹𝒑,𝑷 − 𝜹𝒔,𝑷)
𝟐
− (𝜹𝒑,𝑯 − 𝜹𝒔,𝑯)𝟐             (20)              
 where p and s indicate polymer and solvent, respectively. Moreover, 𝛿𝐷 ,  𝛿𝑃 ,and 𝛿𝐻 
represent the dispersion forces, dipolar interactions and hydrogen bonding forces, 
respectively. 
The IEC of the SPPO used in this work was determined to be 1.89 meq/g by the 
acid-base titration method. The detailed methods for IEC measurement was demonstrated 
in the Appendix A. Then, the degree of sulfonation (DS), i.e., the average number of 
sulfonic groups present in the SPPO, was calculated to be 26.7 % as a result of the followed 
relationship [79]: 
                                          𝑫𝑺 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎 𝑰𝑬𝑪/(𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 + 𝟏𝟐𝟎 𝑰𝑬𝑪 − 𝟐𝟎𝟎 𝑰𝑬𝑪)                 (21)                         
While using HSP, the miscibility for SPPO in different organic solvents was 
compared as listed in Table 2. The HSP differences between SPPOs have shown similar 
values, while SPPO in DMSO has a larger value indicating a smaller affinity of SPPO for 
DMSO, which in turn results in the relatively loose structure shown in Figure 6c. Since the 
ion transport properties are largely related to the microstructure of the membrane, the 
differences in membrane structure will potentially influence the membrane permselectivity 
and area resistance (as demonstrated in Figure 7). Apparently, the area resistance decreased 
almost linearly with reduced hydrated membrane thickness, while the permselectivity 















SPPO 17.8 4.0 9.1 20.4 - 
NMP[80] 18.0 12.3 7.2 23.1 8.52 
DMF[80] 17.4 13.7 11.3 24.9 9.98 




Permselectivity and ionic resistance of the set of CEMs investigated in this work 
were well determined. As shown in Figure 7a, the area resistance for the set of SPPO 
membranes shows an apparent decreasing trend upon the hydrated membrane thickness. 
While, permselectivity of the commercial FKS membrane is less sensitive to membrane 
thickness. With relatively large thickness, the permselectivity of membranes prepared with 
NMP and DMF is closer to the that of the FKS membrane. However, the permselectivity 
of membranes fabricated with DMSO is much lower even for thick membranes. With 
respect to the ionic resistance, thinner membrane thickness is favorable to both SPPO 
membrane and commercial FKS membrane as shown in Figure 7b, which shows good 
agreement with the findings reported in the literatures. Based on the trends demonstrated 
as Figure 7, there’s apparent trade-off between membrane permselectivity and area 
resistance. The thinner membrane thickness renders a membrane lower ionic resistance 





Figure 7 - Permselectivity (a) and area resistance (b) for a series of CEMs as a function 




3.5.3. Validation of implementation 
As shown in Figure 8, the volume of sites that relate to a percolation path is highly 
affected by void ratio and lattice thickness. First, void ratio is the major determinate of the 
percolated area ratio. When void ratio is in the range of 0.3 to 0.4 (Figure 8a), the 
percolation probability effect is manifested. The number of sites that belongs to percolated 
pathways connecting the top and bottom of a simulated lattice decreases rapidly and soon 
hits zero (i.e., no longer able to form any connecting pathway from top to bottom or vice 
versa). This is in accordance with the simulated percolation probability of 0.31 in Figure 
4. When the void ratio is higher than 0.4 (Figure 8b), the percolated surface area rapidly 
becomes level to void ratio values. A high void ratio results in all open sites connecting to 
the percolation paths. The probability of finding such open sites on the surface is the same 
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as simulated inter-gel volume ratio (i.e., void ratio). Second, the effect of lattice thickness 
draws a much more subtle effect. Only in the range of 0.31 to 0.38 will a thinner lattice 
appear in some percolated areas compared to none for thicker lattices. However, this effect 





Figure 8 - The effect of simulation thickness and simulated inter-gel volume rate on 
percolative-to-inert volume ratio. (a) Zoomed-in details with void ratio between 0.315 
to 0.38 of simulated thickness is from 150 to 5000 units. (b) zoomed-out of same 





3.5.4. Simulation of the effect of membrane thickness on permselectivity 
The permselectivity of membranes with various thicknesses and a void ratio which 
was measured (as listed in Table 8). Plotting the inverse of permselectivity against the 
percolative-to-inert volume ratio (shown as Figure 9) has revealed a linear trend as 
predicted in Equation 11. The percolative-to-inert volume ratio is defined as the ratio of 
number of sites in percolating clusters to the number of sites belonging to the non-
percolative gel-phase. Note that in Table 8, the void ratio alone is not able to explain the 
drop in the permselectivity of the thinner membranes. The void ratio of the thicker 
membranes was slightly higher than the 3-D infinite site percolation threshold; therefore, 
in this range, the membrane thickness plays a role in determining the number of percolated 
sites through the membrane matrix as illustrated in the simulation results (Figure 9). From 
this result, the observed permselectivity variation is well explained as percolated cluster 
pathways through the membrane matrix change, along with changes in the void ratio and 
membrane thickness. As the void ratio significantly increases over the percolation 
threshold, the effect of different membrane thicknesses does not respond to the same degree 
as when void ratio is near the percolation threshold.  
Additionally, as seen from Figure 9, different organic solvents used to prepare the 
membranes will finally affect the ion conductivity for different membrane phases, but to a 
limited extent [82]. Therefore, slopes of two linear lines for SPPO-NMP and SPPO-DMF 
are quite close to each other due to the relatively similar Hansen solubility difference as 
listed in Table 2. Intersections of lines are close to unity, indicating the extreme condition 





Figure 9 - The inverse of permselectivity shows linear relationships to percolative-to-
inert volume ratios for SPPO-NMP, SPPO-DMSO, and SPPO-DMF membranes. For 
commercial FKS membranes, the percolative-to-inert volume ratio remains at zero 
because all void ratios are below the 0.31 threshold. The FKS membranes are shown 
overlapping the red rectangle marks.  The surface area ratio is defined as the ratio of 









3.5.5. Simulation of membrane thickness influence on membrane conductance 
Using the same set of thickness and water uptake data, the simulated membrane 
conductance showed good agreement as the experimentally measured data as shown in 
Figure 10. Total membrane conductivity was explicitly calculated using two different 
conductivities in two types of sites and applying conductance in a series along the depth 
dimension and conductance, in parallel along the length and width dimensions (as shown 
in Figure 28). This result is also in agreement with theoretical derivations from previous 
studies [83]. 
One may notice that the membrane resistance (the reciprocal of conductance) varied 
almost linearly with membrane thickness. However, a slight change of slope was observed 
due to changes in void ratio (i.e., the ratio of different types of sites). A significantly 
different conductivity of two site types contributed to this effect. Note that this effect was 
not affected by percolation states as much as those seen in the permselectivity case —when 
close to the percolation threshold, a void ratio created a significant change in the percolated 
site number. In the case of conductance measurements, since the AC mode was utilized 
and drives ions to migrate locally, both totally enwrapped inert sites as well as “dead end” 
sites (i.e., sites connecting both membrane surfaces but not thorough), contributed to the 
conductance from interstitial electrolytes. Therefore, abrupt changes due to percolation 





Figure 10 - Membrane conductance of SPPO and as a function of thickness. Solid 






Two of the most important membrane properties, ionic conductivity and 
permselectivity, have been successfully modeled on a set of SPPO membranes of varying 
thicknesses prepared with three different organic solvents as well as a commercial FKS 
membrane. The membrane matrix was represented by a 3-D cube lattice. Combining the 
three-phase model and percolation properties of the lattice, the graduate loss of 
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permselectivity was well explained and validated by experimental data. In addition, 
membrane conductance can be fitted with spatial information from simulation to 
appropriately describe conductivities in different phases. With the help of simulation and 
modeling results, a deeper fundamental understanding of the balance of membrane 
permselectivity and conductance will facilitate future membrane synthesis with the 















CHAPTER 4. MONOVALENT - ANION SELECTIVE AND 
ANTIFOULING POLYELECTROLYTES MULTILAYER 
ANION EXCHANGE MEMBRANES FOR REVERSE 
ELECTRODIALYSIS 
4.1. Abstract 
Reverse electrodialysis (RED) is an emerging membrane - based technology that 
can be used to capture renewable energy released from mixing seawater and river water. 
When natural waters are used as feed solutions, the presence of multivalent ions and natural 
organic matter (NOM) results in a lower open circuit voltage (OCV) and power density. In 
this research, we modified the surface of standard anion exchange membranes (AEMs) via 
the facile layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition of poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) and 
poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI). Only moderate increase was introduced to the membrane area 
resistance. The modified membranes exhibited monovalent - anion selectivity comparable 
to that of commercial monovalent-ion selective membranes, and largely improved anti-
organic fouling potential simultaneously. When tested in a RED process with feed waters 
containing not only chloride but sulfate and humic acid, the maximum gross power density 
generated was improved by up to 17 % with polyelectrolyte-modified membranes. Also, 
the energy conversion efficiency of the modified membranes could be prominently 
increased by 3 times compared with standard AEM conversion. The results indicate 
significant efficacy of AEMs with polyelectrolyte multilayers on their membrane surface 




Salinity gradient power (SGP) is recognized as one of the emerging sustainable and 
clean energy sources, which can be generated from mixing two aqueous solutions with 
different salinities [12, 59, 84, 85]. Based on the global river discharges to the ocean, a 
total power potential has been theoretically estimated to range from 1.4 to 2.6 TW [86, 87]. 
Considering the energy conversion efficiency, the technically harvestable SGP is assessed 
at approximately 0.983 TW, which is equivalent to 36.8 % of the world’s net electricity 
generated in 2015 (234,00 TW h) [85, 88]. Reverse electrodialysis (RED) is one of the 
most attractive technologies used to harness SGP  [59, 89]. RED is a membrane – based 
system with anion exchange membranes (AEMs) and cation exchange membranes (CEMs) 
alternatively stacked to allow selective ions transport. 
RED has been increasingly investigated with artificial feed solutions containing 
only NaCl under lab-scale testing. However, the practical application of RED requires the 
use of natural freshwater and seawater or brine, which are composed of a mixture of 
monovalent and multivalent ions. Although the fraction of multivalent ions, such as SO4
2-
, Mg2+, and Ca2+, is relatively small in comparison with that of Na+ and Cl- in natural waters, 
their impacts on the power generation is noteworthy [28-31]. Previous studies have shown 
that the presence of multivalent ions, especially in a diluted solution, results in a decreased 
stack voltage and power generation [28, 29]. This lowering effect can be ascribed to the 
increasing ohmic resistance of a stack and the uphill transport of multivalent ions, i.e., the 
transport of multivalent ions against their concentration gradients [28]. However, for 
AEMs, the presence of SO4
2− leads to a negligible increase on the membrane ionic 
resistance [30]. The uphill transport of SO4
2− might be dominant in the lowering effect. 
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Typically, the standard AEMs have no specific selectivity towards monovalent ions. 
Therefore, one of the key membrane properties determining RED performance is the 
preferential selectivity for monovalent ions while eliminating the permeation of divalent 
ions. 
Besides the presence of multivalent ions, the field application of the RED process 
is also limited by membrane fouling, which affects the membrane performance and reduces 
the effective lifetime of the membrane [32, 33]. Negatively charged natural organic matter 
(NOM), such as humic acids, will shield the positively charged groups in AEMs resulting 
in a decrease of the apparent permselectivity and an increase in membrane resistance [90]. 
The obtained power output and energy efficiency decreases rapidly when natural sources 
of feed water are used [32]. 
The mechanisms for mono/multivalent ions selectivity are mainly governed by size 
exclusion and electrostatic repulsion [91]. Based on these mechanisms, various methods 
have been proposed to achieve monovalent ion selectivity by membrane surface 
modification, mainly including the introduction of specific anion exchange groups 
controlling the hydrophilicity of the base membrane, the formation of a highly cross-linked 
layer on the membrane surface, and the formation of a weekly basic anion exchange group 
layer on the membrane surface [54, 92]. These approaches have been effective in changing 
the relative permselectivity between monovalent and divalent ions. However, most 
materials used for the above membrane modifications, such as polyaniline, polypyrrole 
etc., are generally hazardous or having high cost. Also, some of the methods such as 
introducing a highly cross-linked layer will result in undesired high membrane resistance, 
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which is detrimental to RED performance. Furthermore, none of these studies had a 
primary objective of obtaining specific antifouling properties simultaneously. 
Sata et al. reported that the permselectivity for specific anions through AEM mainly 
depends on the negatively charged layer on the membrane surface [54]. The key factors to 
improving antifouling potential are to achieve relatively high hydrophilicity, and also a 
negatively charged membrane surface [93]. Guler et al. developed a monovalent-ion 
selective membrane with antifouling potential by copolymerization to form a highly 
negatively charged surface layer [94]. However, it was not found to be very effective for 
RED performance [94]. Recently, Mulyati et al. found that the simultaneous improvement 
of the monovalent-ion selectivity and antifouling potential of an AEM can be achieved by 
creating a strong negative charge on the membrane surface through layer-by-layer 
assembly of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes [95, 96]. The electrostatic repulsion 
between multivalent anions and a negative surface potential is greater than that between 
monovalent anions and a negative surface potential according to Coulomb’s law, which 
means that multivalent anions are less likely to transport onto the membrane surface than 
monovalent anions [96, 97]. On the other hand, because of the electrostatic repulsion 
between the negative surface potential and the negatively charged organic foulants, 
accompanied by the increase of hydrophilicity of the membrane surface, the antifouling 
property could be significantly improved [95]. Layer-by-layer (LBL) assembly of 
polyelectrolytes is an attractive facile method without organic solvent used in the process 
[98]. This approach has been used to achieve high mono/divalent ions selectivity in direct 
methanol fuel cells (DMFCs), flow batteries, etc. [99-102]. To promote the LBL process, 
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external driving forces such as electric field, electric-pulse have been introduced to assist 
the LBL assembly to achieve high monovalent-ions selectivity [103, 104]. 
 In the present work, we aim to obtain the simultaneous improvement of 
monovalent –anion selectivity and antifouling potential via LBL assembly of PSS and PEI 
at standard grade AEMs surface. For the first time, we evaluated the efficacy of this method 
for RED power generation and characterized the physiochemical and electrochemical 
properties of the membranes before and after modification. Also, we investigated the 
antifouling potential improvement of the membranes after coating. Finally, we assessed the 
energy conversion efficiency and the performance of modified membranes in the RED 
system with feedwaters containing SO4
2− and NOM besides Cl−. 
4.3. Experimental  
4.3.1. Materials 
The membranes used in this study are listed in Table 3. The CJMA-2 (Hefei 
Chemjoy Polymer Material Co., Ltd., Hefei, China) membrane is a standard AEM with no 
specific selectivity towards monovalent anions. Neosepta ACS (ASTOM, Tokyo, Japan) 
membranes are the commercial AEM having monovalent – ion selectivity on both sides of 
its surface. The strong polyelectrolytes, poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI, Mw = 750,000 g/mol, ~ 
50 % in water, MilliporeSigma) and poly (4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS, Mw = 70,000 g/mol, 
MilliporeSigma) were selected as the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes to form LBL 
multilayers on the CJMA-2 membrane surface. PSS can be fully charged in aqueous 
solutions, and PEI might achieve high protonation based on solution pH. The chemical 
structures of PEI and PSS are shown in Figure 29. Sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate 
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(SDBS, technical grade, MilliporeSigma) and humic acid sodium salt (technical grade, 
MilliporeSigma) were used as the model organic foulants. Sodium chloride (99.0 %, 
MilliporeSigma) and sodium sulfate (99.8 %, Chem-Impex Int’l Inc., USA) were utilized 
for most of the membrane properties measurements. Potassium hexacyanoferrate (III) 
(K3Fe(CN)6, 99.0 %, MilliporeSigma) and potassium hexacyanoferrate (II) trihydrate 
(K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O, 98.5 %, MilliporeSigma) were used to make electrode solutions for 





Table 3 - AEMs used in this work.  
Membranes Trademark Type Reinforcement 
CJMA-2 Chem Joy Standard no 
ACS Neosepta Monovalent-ion selective PVC 
CJMA-2-Na Custom-made Monovalent-ion selective no 




4.3.2. Surface modification of CJMA-2 membranes 
The coating solution was made by dissolving 1.0 g/L PSS or PEI in 1.0 M NaCl 
solution at room temperature. Based on the zeta potential of the PEI solution (shown in 
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Figure 30), the pH value of the PEI solution was adjusted to 5.0 with 1.0 M HCl. No 
adjustment was made for the pH value of PSS solution. The CJMA-2 membranes were first 
exposed to a PSS solution for 30 min, followed by a PEI solution for another 30 min. The 
remaining coating layers were formed by treating CJMA-2 with alternating PSS and PEI 
solutions for 20 min each. Membranes were thoroughly rinsed with DI water for 
approximately three minutes after each coating process. Only one side of the membrane 
surface was modified. The modified membranes were designated as CJMA-2-N, where N 
is the number of PSS/PEI bilayers. In this work, N denotes the number of bilayers, 
therefore, is always a number ending in half as PSS is always the top layers. The 
membranes were air-dried, and their thicknesses were measured using a Digimatic 
micrometer (Mitutoyo Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan).  
4.3.3. Electrochemical properties characterization 
Apparent permselectivity of the membranes were determined by monitoring the 
potential differences across membrane generated between two NaCl solutions at 
concentrations of 0.5 M and 0.1 M.  Area resistance measurements were carried out in a 
custom-made four-cell module (Figure 11), where the membranes under investigation were 
placed in the center, and two same commercial CEMs, Fumasep FKS membranes 
(Fumatech GmbH, Germany) were used as shield membranes. A 0.5 M NaCl solution and 
a 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution were used as testing solution and electrolyte, respectively. 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement using alternating current was 








To investigate limiting current density of different membranes, 
chronopotentiometry was conducted with a mixture of 0.05 M NaCl solution and 0.05 
Na2SO4 solution under direct current conditions to yield current-voltage (I-V) curve in the 
same four-compartment modules (Figure 11). A 0.5 M Na2SO4 solution was used as the 
electrolyte. The solutions in each cell were circulated individually at a flow rate of 100 
mL/min by a Masterflex L/S peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmar Instrument Company, USA). 
The applied current was raised step by step (i.e., 0, 5, 10, …, 320 mA every 20s) and was 
provided by a power supply (Model 1665 DC power supply, BK Precision Corporation). 
The potential over the membrane between custom-made Haber - Luggin capillaries was 
recorded. The I-V curve was plotted by current density versus voltage across membrane. 
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For the RED system, the maximum power generation is usually captured below the over-
limiting current density region. Thus, current density in the under-limiting range was 
applied for transport numbers and the antifouling potential test. 
4.3.4. Transport numbers 
The monovalent-ion selectivity of the membranes is indicated by the transport 
number ratio between monovalent and divalent ions. In this case, the ions are the 
monovalent chloride and divalent sulfate. To get the bulk transport numbers, the ionic 
fluxes of Cl- and SO4
2- through the membranes with time elapsed were measured in the 
same four-compartment cell (Figure 11). A mixture of 0.05 M NaCl and 0.05 M Na2SO4 
was used as the testing solution, and 0.5 M Na2SO4 was used as the electrolyte. The current 
density applied was held constant at 4.0 mA/cm2 with the effective membrane area of 7.91 
cm2. The solutions were circulated individually for each compartment at a flow rate of 100 
mL/min. 2 mL of testing solutions were taken from compartments 2 and 3 every 30 min. 
The concentrations of Cl- and SO4
2- were analyzed by a Dionex AS50 Autosampler in the 
Dionex DX-500 ion chromatography system (Dionex Corp., Sunnyvale, CA, USA). The 
corresponding ion flux of Cl- and SO4
2- passing through the membrane (Ji) is calculated 
based on the ions concentration change with time (dCi/dt) in the dilute compartment as 
follows: 






                                                          (22) 
where V is the volume of the circulated testing solution (cm3) and A is the effective 
membrane area (cm2).  
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 To evaluate the improvement of monovalent-ion selectivity of the membranes after 




𝐶𝑙− ) was determined 
based on Equation 23 [105]. 












                                       (23) 
where 𝑡𝑆𝑂42−  and 𝑡𝐶𝑙−  are transport numbers of SO4
2- and Cl- ions, respectively; 
𝐶𝑆𝑂42− and 𝐶𝐶𝑙−are the average concentrations of SO4
2- and Cl- ions in the dilute solution, 
respectively. The transport number of ion (i), 𝑡𝑖is defined by Equation 24 [96, 100]. 
                                                                      𝒕𝒊 =
𝒛𝒊𝑱𝒊
∑ 𝒛𝒊𝑱𝒔
⁄                                           (24) 
where ∑ 𝐽𝑠 denotes the total ion flux through the membrane. The flux used in Equation 22 
is the absolute value. The transport of cations i.e. Na+ was not considered in the present 
work. 
4.3.5. Antifouling potential 
The antifouling potential testing of the membranes was also conducted in the same 
four-compartment module shown in Figure 11. A mixture of 0.1 M NaCl acting as an 
electrolyte and 0.25 M sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) as a model organic 
foulant was used as feed solution in compartment 2 and 3. Organic fouling is highly 
dependent on the concentration of foulants [106]. Membrane fouling occurs rapidly with 
foulant concentrations above their critical micelle concentration (CMC). To thoroughly 
investigate the antifouling potential of the membranes, the concentration of SDBS was 
chosen to be half of its CMC (0.5 M in 1.0 M NaCl) [106]. The solutions for each 
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compartment were circulated individually at a flow rate of 100 mL/min. The membrane 
surface with modification faced the dilute compartment. The applied direct current density 
was kept constant at 2.5 mA/cm2, which provided a total current of 19.775 mA. The 
potential difference across the membrane (E) was monitored over time during the fouling 
process. At the beginning of the fouling experiment, the membrane potential increases 
gradually. When fouling takes place, E starts to increase rapidly. The time recorded until 
the occurrence of rapid E increase is called the transition time (ttran) [94]. The transition 
time is related to the membrane antifouling potential. For membranes with high antifouling 
potential, ttran should be relatively large. 
4.3.6. RED performance 
The power generation performance of the membranes under investigation in a RED 
system was evaluated in a RED stack as described in our previous work [107]. We used a 
polypropylene (PP) module with two titanium mesh electrodes (4 cm  9 cm) coated with 
iridium plasma (FT-ED-40, Fumatech GmbH, Germany). Five and a half pairs of Fumasep 
FKS CEMs (Fumatech GmbH, Germany) and the investigated AEMs were alternately 
installed in the stack. CEMs and AEMs were separated by 500 m thick nonconductive 
spacers (Fumatech GmbH, Germany). A solution mixture of 0.05 M K3Fe(CN)6, 0.05 M 
K4Fe(CN)6•3H2O, and 0.25 M NaCl was used as the electrode rinse solution, which was 
circulated through the two electrode compartments at a flow rate of 150 mL/min. The sixth 
FKS CEM worked as the shielding membrane to prevent poisoning induced by 
hexacyanoferrate compounds to AEMs. The feed solutions used to evaluate membrane 
performance in RED are listed in Table 4.  
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    Power generation performance was determined using a Vertex potentiostat 
(Ivium Technologies, Eindhoven, the Netherlands). A chronopotentiometry method with 
current density increasing from 0 to 17.92 mA/cm2 in 44 levels was applied for power 
density measurements. Feed solutions were continuously pumped into the concentrated and 
dilute compartments at the same flow rate. Theoretically, the maximum obtainable gross 
power density (W/m2) by a RED system can be given by the open circuit voltage (OCV) 
and the stack resistance (Rstack) as Equation 25. The generated maximum gross power was 
obtained from the product of measured voltage and current. The maximum gross power 
density was thus calculated by dividing the gross power by the total effective membrane 
area used in testing.  
                                                                 𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙 =
𝑶𝑪𝑽𝟐
𝟒𝑵𝒎𝑹𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒄𝒌
                                            (25)            




Table 4 - Composition of testing solutions used in RED power density measurements. 
Tests Diluted Solution Concentrated Solution 
Test 1 0.017 M NaCl 0.51 M NaCl 
Test 2 0.0153 M NaCl, 0.017 M Na2SO4
a 0.459 M NaCl, 0.051 M Na2SO4
a 
Test 3 
0.0153 M NaCl, 0.017 M Na2SO4
a 
10 mg /L humic acid sodium salt 
0.459 M NaCl, 0.051 M Na2SO4
a 
10 mg/L humic acid sodium salt 
a10% molar fraction of Na2SO4 to the total amount of dissolved salt. The molar percentage is equivalent for 
both feed solutions. 
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4.4. Results and Discussion 
4.4.1. Membrane surface characterization 
Figure 12 shows the cross-sections of the pristine CJMA-2 membrane and the 
chosen modified CJMA-2-7.5 membrane. For the membranes with a high number of coated 
layers, the LBL multilayer assembly was obvious at the surface as shown in Figure 12b 
and Figure 12c.  With fewer coated layers, the very thin thickness made it hard to clearly 
determine via SEM. It has been reported that the increment in film thickness per bilayer is 
smaller for the first few deposited layers [108]. SEM image with higher magnification in 
Figure 12c shows a different inner structure of the pristine membrane and the coated layers. 
The native membrane has a nonporous dense matrix, while the coated layers exhibit a 
compactly layered lamellar structure. The detectable thickness of surface-coated films 
ranged from 0.88 µm to 1.20 µm. The thickness in the range of 3 µm ~ 3.8 µm with LBL 
coated layers above 9 layers has been reported in previous studies [100, 109]. The 
differences in thickness might be caused by the deposition conditions, such as the 




Figure 12 - SEM images of cross-sections: (a) original CJMA-2 membrane (magnified 
700 ), (b) CJMA-2-7.5 membrane (magnified 700 ), and (c) CJMA-2-7.5 membrane 




When a thin multilayer thickness forms on the membrane surface, XPS is useful in 
determining the successful alternating deposition of PSS and PEI on a CJMA-2 membrane 
surface. Table 3 shows how the elemental composition (F, N, S, C, O) detected near the 
membrane surface obviously changed with successive coating processes. Since the CJMA-
2 membrane is a standard-grade AEM, only a trace amount of S was detected at the surface 
before coating. Because of the sulfonic acid (−SO3H) and tertiary ammonium (−NH2) 
groups carried by PSS and PEI, the atomic concertation of S and N became larger as surface 
coated layers continued to increase. Moreover, the increased O content and decreased C/O 
ratio also revealed integration of the sulfonic acid (−SO3H) group to the membrane surface. 
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Table 5 - XPS elemental compositions for the membranes. 
Membranes 
Atomic Concentration (%) 
C 1s S 2p N 1s O 1s S/N C/O 
CJMA-2 63.41 0.33 2.63 5.75 0.12 11.03 
CJMA-2-4.5 68.85 1.97 3.04 9.03 0.66 7.62 
CJMA-2-5.5 72.36 2.51 3.54 9.62 0.71 7.52 
CJMA-2-7.5 73.76 3.61 4.95 14.12 0.73 5.22 




Mean surface roughness (Sa) of the membranes provided by AFM are listed in 
Table 6.  The surface roughness apparently increased with the number of coated layers. As 
shown in the surface morphology images (Figure 31), the surface of a CJMA-2 membrane 
is uneven, which hindered the regular complexation of PSS and PEI with the surface, and 
then resulted in rougher membrane surface. It has been suggested that the resultant larger 
contact zone of a rougher membrane surface might be beneficial for ion adhesion [110]. 
Compared to CJMA-2 membrane and the membranes with surface modification, ACS 
membrane has a much lower surface roughness due to its highly cross-linked surface layer 





Table 6 - Surface roughness and contact angle of the membranes under investigation. 
Membranes Contact Angle [73] Mean Surface Roughness (Sa, nm) 
CJMA-2 82.47  0.93 20.13  0.80 
CJMA-2-1.5 76.17  1.46 22.57  1.60 
CJMA-2-2.5 75.80  0.72 25.93  1.75 
CJMA-2-3.5 72.68  2.52 29.50  2.68 
CJMA-2-4.5 69.57  0.88 31.80  1.84 
CJMA-2-5.5 69.46  1.25 32.03  2.42 
CJMA-2-7.5 68.63  0.86 32.31  0.89 
CJMA-2-10.5 71.20  0.50 33.43  2.02 




To determine the resultant changes on hydrophilic property after surface 
modification, water contact angle measurements were conducted. The contact angles for 
the membranes with different coated layers are listed in Table 6. Since the terminated 
polyelectrolyte was PSS, the negatively charged sulfonic groups carried by the PSS 
resulted in smaller contact angles for modified membranes than that of the original CJMA-
2. The contact angle for some modified membranes is slightly lower than that for the ACS 
membranes. The contact angle decreased to reach an optimal value at 7.5 coated bilayers, 
and then increased somewhat. This finding indicated that the substrate membrane was fully 
covered above 7.5 coated bilayers. The trend in contact angle changes has also been 
reported in the literature [96, 100, 111]. The decreased contact angle indicates an improved 
hydrophilicity of the membranes after surface modification, which will take the membranes 
less prone to fouling [95].   
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The LBL assembly of polyelectrolytes is random when there is no external force, 
such as an electrical field. Then, excess charge might be generated within the multilayer 
thin film attributing to the polyelectrolytes interpenetrating several layers [112]. Figure 13 
displays the surface potential of the membranes as a function of the number of coated 
bilayers. The CJMA-2 and ACS membranes had a positive surface potential above 33.0 
mV. The surface potential then became negative and at 4.5 coated surface layers, it hit a 
low point of -16.3 mV, but ascended to a minimum value of -29.65 mV at 7.5 bilayers. The 
surface potential is supposed to be associated with the absorbed amount of PSS and PEI at 
the surface [95, 96]. The tendency in surface potential showed a good agreement with the 
S/N ratio listed in Table 3. This suggest that the deposited amounts of polyelectrolytes in 
each coated layer above 7.5 bilayers were higher than that of coated samples in each of the 
first several layers. Moreover, the overcompensation level of PEI was likely higher than 
that of PSS [96] [113]. This behavior was consistent with the decrease of S/N ratio above 








4.4.2. Electrochemical properties characterization 
Membrane resistance and permselectivity are two important parameters 
determining RED power generation. The impact of surface coated layers on area resistance 
and permselectivity were evaluated. As listed in Table 9, after surface modification with 
up to 10.5 bilayers, no apparent changes to permselectivity occurred owing to the very thin 
multilayer thicknesses.  The minimal change to permselectivity indicates that the surface 
coated layers can have negligible influence on Cl- transport through the surface. As seen in 
Figure 14, the area resistance increased somewhat as the deposited surface layers increased. 
The area resistance of commercial ACS membrane was also shown for comparison. The 
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area resistance of ACS membrane is much higher than that of original CJMA-2 and 
modified membranes. As suggested by previous studies, the area resistance is highly 
dependent on membrane thickness [64, 114, 115]. To mimic the effect of membrane 
thickness on area resistance, an intrinsic property of the membrane, i.e. the intrinsic area 
resistance (Ω cm), was considered (refer to Figure 14). The intrinsic area resistance was 
obtained from dividing the membrane area resistance by the total hydrated membrane 
thickness [64]. As shown in Figure 14, the intrinsic area resistance decreased after surface 
modification, and the optimal intrinsic area resistance was obtained at coated bilayers of 
7.5. Most of the intrinsic area resistance for the modified membranes is better than that of 







Figure 14 - Area resistance and intrinsic area resistance of the membranes as a 








𝐶𝑙−  was calculated based on Equation 23. In general, the current density 
in a typical RED system is around 2.0 - 4.0 mA/cm2. As depicted in Figure 32, the limiting 
current density for the membranes under investigation is around 20 mA/cm2. For all the 
transport number measurements, the current density of 4.0 mA/cm2 (20 % of the limiting 
current density) was applied. The larger 𝑃
𝑆𝑂4
2−
𝐶𝑙−  value is corresponding to the better 
monovalent-ion selectivity [94]. As listed in Table 7, the modified membranes have 
decreased sulfate flux and larger  𝑃
𝑆𝑂4
2−
𝐶𝑙−  values, i.e., the improved monovalent-ion 
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selectivity. With 7.5 bilayers, the membrane achieved an optimal 𝑃
𝑆𝑂4
2−
𝐶𝑙−  of 2.44, which is 
comparable with 2.70 of commercial ACS membranes. With coated layers above 7.5 
bilayers, the  𝑃
𝑆𝑂4
2−
𝐶𝑙−  value was getting lower. The tendency for the 𝑃
𝑆𝑂4
2−
𝐶𝑙−   is in good 
agreement with the surface potential (Figure 13). Since the Donnan-exclusion repulsive 
force produced by a negatively charged surface against SO4
2− is stronger than that against 
Cl− [116], the negatively charged coated layers on the surface rejected SO4
2− more 
intensively than Cl−. The negligible impacts on the apparent permselectivity and Cl− flux 
suggest that the negatively charged surface introduced by LBL deposition exerted a weak 




can be primarily attributed to the steric exclusion mechanism due to its highly cross-linked 








(10-8 mol/(cm2 s)) 
𝐽𝑆𝑂42−
𝑎 




CJMA-2 10.32 9.53 0.52 0.48 1.10 
CJMA-2-3.5 10.29 7.65 0.59 0.41 1.33 
CJMA-2-4.5 10.26 6.29 0.62 0.38 1.45 
CJMA-2-5.5 10.65 5.01 0.68 0.32 1.67 
CJMA-2-7.5 10.60 4.33 0.72 0.28 2.44 
CJMA-2-10.5 8.55 4.21 0.67 0.33 1.89 
ACS 10.53 3.51 0.75 0.25 2.70 
aA mixture of 0.05 M NaCl and 0.05 M Na2SO4 was used as the testing solution. 
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4.4.3. Antifouling potential 
To evaluate the antifouling potential of the modified membrane, we look at the 
changes of transition time. The time used until fouling occurred under constant direct 
current, i.e., the transition time, was measured to evaluate the antifouling potential [95]. As 
shown in Figure 15, the transition time increased to around 52.05 (± 0.45) minutes with 7.5 
coated bilayers after surface coating compared to 37.60 (± 1.1) minutes with no coating. 
This indicates that the antifouling potential could be enhanced by up to 38.43 % due to 
surface modification. Also, the transition time for CJMA-2-7.5 is greater than the 39.95 (± 
0.65) minutes for the commercial ACS membrane, which indicates a 30.29 % improvement 
on antifouling potential.  
 In terms of organic fouling, the AEM antifouling potential is generally determined 
by the negative surface potential, and surface hydrophilicity [119].  Since the model 
foulant, SDBS, is negatively charged, a negative surface potential would reduce the 
adsorption of negatively charged foulants through electrostatic repulsion. On the other 
hand, a high surface hydrophilicity also contributes to improved antifouling potential by 
reducing the hydrophobic interactions between organic foulants with membrane fixed 
charge groups. It has been demonstrated that surface roughness also affects membrane 
fouling [120]. Membranes with rougher surface are usually more sensitive to fouling, 
specifically for colloidal fouling like silica-related fouling [121]. However, for the organic 
fouling discussed in this work, the surface roughness increase caused by polyelectrolytes 
modification was shown capable of playing a minute role in membrane fouling. 
Dominantly, the minimal negative surface potential and high hydrophilicity resulted in 
largely improved antifouling potential of CJMA-2-7.5 membrane. Obviously, for 
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polyelectrolytes-modified membranes, especially with 7.5 bilayers, the monovalent-anion 
selectivity and anti-organic fouling potential were elevated simultaneously, which were 






Figure 15 - Membrane potential as a function of time under fouling condition. The 
feed solution contained 0.1 M NaCl and 0.25 M SDBS. The applied direct current 
density was kept constant at 2.5 mA/cm2. The dashed arrows work as the directional 
visual aids. The inserted figure shows the transition times for CJMA-2, ACS and 




4.4.4. Membrane performance in RED 
The OCV and power generation were measured in three RED tests (listed in Table 
4) at flow velocities of 0.38 cm/s, 0.76 cm/s, and 1.09 cm/s, respectively. Specifically, the 
OCV and gross power density for the CJMA-2, CJMA-2-7.5 and ACS membranes were 
compared. The OCV decreased for all three types of membranes when 10 % Na2SO4 was 
present in the feed waters. The 10 % molar fraction of Na2SO4 has been reported as the 
typical percentage in natural seawater and river water [28]. This decreasing tendency has 
been reported by other researchers [28, 29]. With comparable 𝑃
𝑆𝑂4
2−
𝐶𝑙− , OCV measured in 
RED stacks with CJMA-2-7.5 membranes was close to that measured in a system with 
ACS membranes (Figure 34).  The OCVs for CJMA-2-7.5 membranes were higher than 
that for CJMA-2 membranes owing to the improved monovalent-ion selectivity. When 
using pure NaCl as feed solutions, the gross power density obtained using CJMA-2 
membranes was much higher than that obtained using the CJMA-2-7.5 and the ACS 




Figure 16 - Maximum gross power density harvested as a function of different flow 
rates: (a) pure NaCl solution as feed waters (0.51 M for concentrated feed water and 
0.017 M for diluted feed water); (b) NaCl solution with 10 % Na2SO4 as feed waters 
(total ions concentration of 0.51 M for concentrated feed water and total ions 




This result might be ascribed to the relatively larger resistance of CJMA-2-7.5 and 
ACS membranes than that of CJMA-2 membranes. However, as shown in Figure 16b, the 
gross power density in RED stacks with CJMA-2 membranes dropped by 17.8 % at a 
higher flow velocity of 0.76 cm/s. The power generation performance of CJMA-2-7.5 
membranes was getting better results than that of CJMA-2 membranes with an increasing 
flow rate. Many other factors, especially membrane resistance, influenced the membrane 
power performance regardless of the monovalent-ion selectivity and antifouling potential 
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[94]. The CJMA-2 membranes used in this research had a relatively large thickness and 
high area resistance, which explains why no significant enhancement of power production 
occurred with modified membranes.  
When both Na2SO4 and NOM (10 mg/L of humic acid in this case) were present in 
the NaCl solution feed, the OCV and power density were a function of running time as 
depicted in Figure 17. The OCVs for all three of the membranes under investigation 
decreased as expected as time elapsed, due to the uphill transport of SO4
2− and membrane 
fouling. The stack with CJMA-2-7.5 membranes showed higher OCV compared to the 
stack with CJMA-2 membranes, and higher than that for the stack using ACS membranes 
to a lesser extent (Figure 17).  Since the power density is dependent on the OCV square as 
expressed in Equation 25, the lowering effect was more pronounced in the obtained gross 
power density as shown in Figure 17b.  On the other hand, the slightly increase in the 
stack’s ohmic resistance because of the presence of sulfate and increased membrane 
resistance induced by membrane organic fouling also resulted in decreased gross power 
density based on Equation 25 [30], [122]. With much better monovalent-ion selectivity and 
improved antifouling potential, the stack with CJMA-2-7.5 membranes exhibited up to 17 
% increased gross power density than that achieved in the stack with CJMA-2 membranes 
during the whole running time as shown in Figure 17b. The power density achieved with 
CJMA-2-7.5 membranes was not that much different from that achieved with ACS 
membranes. Even though the CJMA-2-7.5 membranes had a smaller area resistance and 
greater antifouling potential in comparison with ACS membranes, the relatively better 
monovalent-ion selectivity of ACS membranes somewhat compensated for the decrease in 
gross power density. Nevertheless, RED systems with CJMA-2-7.5 membranes did 
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achieve around 10% higher power density compared to the ACS membranes system. Based 
on the power performance of the membranes under three different RED testing conditions, 
the CJMA-2-7.5 membranes were much more advantageous than the standard AEM 
CJMA-2 and the commercial monovalent-ion selective ACS membranes when operated 





Figure 17 - (a) Open circuit voltage as a function of time; (b) power density as a 
function of time. Humic acid (10 mg/L) and 10 % Na2SO4 were present in both feed 
solutions. The feed solutions were supplied at a flow velocity of 0.38 cm/s. The dashed 





4.4.5. Energy conversion efficiency 
In addition to the harnessed gross power density, the maximum gross power density 
( 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥)  corresponded energy conversion efficiency ( 𝜂)  was also evaluated for the 
membranes. The energy conversion efficiency is the fraction of the extractable energy to 
the released Gibbs free energy (ΔGmix) by mixing feed solutions. The energy conversion 
efficiency is expressed as follows [123, 124]:  









                                           (26) 
The equations for deriving Equation 26 were listed in equations 38 - 40. In this 
work, the energy conversion efficiency was calculated based on the transport numbers. The 
calculation is conducted based on the assumption that the influence of co-ions is negligible. 
Since standard-grade CJMA-2 membranes had no specific selectivity towards Cl−, the 
energy conversion efficiency with CJMA-2 membranes was as low as 3.92 % (as shown in 
Figure 18). After surface modification, 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥  was significantly increased and reached a 
maximum value at 7.5 bilayers. With these 7.5 coated bilayers, the energy conversion 
efficiency was enhanced by 3 - fold compared to the standard CJMA-2 membrane. Owing 
to the similar monovalent anion selectivity to that of ACS membrane, the system stacked 
with the CJMA-2-7.5 membranes showed comparable energy efficiency to the system 
equipped with ACS membranes. Combined with the enhanced antifouling potential and 
gross power density, the elevated energy conversion efficiency recommends the use of 





Figure 18 - Energy conversion efficiency of modified membranes and ACS membrane 
compared to CJMA-2 membrane as a function of the number of bilayers. Solutions 
with mixtures of 0.05 M NaCl and 0.05 M Na2SO4 were used. The applied current 





In this work, the surface of a standard AEM (CJMA-2) was modified with an LBL 
assembly of negatively charged PSS and positively charged PEI to form thin surface 
multilayers. The surface characteristics and electrochemical properties of the membranes 
were determined. After surface modification, simultaneous improvement of monovalent - 
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anion selectivity and anti-organic fouling potential was achieved. The simultaneous 
enhancement might be attributed to the strongest negatively charged surface potential and 
hydrophilicity of the CJMA-2-7.5 membrane. The modified membrane with 7.5 bilayers 
(CJMA-2-7.5) showed monovalent-anion selectivity comparable to that of the commercial 
ACS membranes. In terms of anti-organic fouling potential, the CJMA-2-7.5 membrane 
exhibited 38.43 % and 30.29 % higher than the standard CJMA-2 membrane and the 
commercial ACS membrane, respectively. These improved properties made the CJAM-2-
7.5 membrane perform the best in a RED system. The power generation was increased by 
up to 17 % when running in a RED stack with the mixture of NaCl, Na2SO4, and HA as 
feed waters. Moreover, the energy conversion efficiency improved significantly after 
surface modification. The LBL modified membranes were proven to be effective in RED 
applications.  
Because the power generation of a RED system is highly dependent on membrane 
area resistance, thinner membranes with lower resistance should be much better. On the 
other hand, if the monovalent-anion selectivity and enhanced antifouling potential can be 
achieved by modifying the membrane matrix instead of the surface, we could synthesize 
much thinner membranes with much lower area resistance. Then, RED power performance 
would be clearly improved.  
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CHAPTER 5. 2D MXENE/GO HYBRID MEMBRANES FOR 
HIGHLY EFFICIENT OSMOTIC POWER GENERATION 
5.1. Abstract 
Salinity gradients have emerged as one of the more promising candidates for clean 
and renewable energy sources. However, the commercialization viability of present 
osmotic power harvesting technologies, specifically pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) in 
this work, are severely hindered by the unsatisfactory performance of accessible 
semipermeable membranes. Herein, we demonstrate the freestanding transition metal 
carbides (MXene) (and graphene oxide (GO) hybrid membranes as high-performance PRO 
membranes. Due to the elimination of internal concentration polarization (ICP), the 
freestanding hybrid membrane can now achieve a record-high power density up to 
approximately 56.4 W m−2 with 2.0 M NaCl as the draw solution and river water (0.017 
M) as the feed water at an applied hydraulic pressure difference of 9.66 bar. In addition, 
the hybrid membranes exhibit enhanced antifouling potential as well as antibacterial 
activity. The facile fabrication of MXene and GO lamellar membranes coupled can provide 
a scale-up feasibility and shed light on a new membrane development platform for the 
highly anticipated osmotic power harvesting technologies. 
5.2. Introduction 
The intensive dependence on consumption of fossil fuels for current energy 
production is unsustainable due to the uncertain future of coal due to its role as a major 
pollutant, health hazard, and cause of global environmental issues [125]. Exploring clean 
and sustainable energy sources to minimize reliance on fossil fuels has been one of the 
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biggest global challenges. The development of a broad range of renewable energy 
technologies has made promising progress in clean energy production [126]. Among these 
technologies, salinity gradient power (SGP), also termed as osmotic energy, is an emerging 
renewable energy resource that has not been fully tapped. When two solutions with 
different salinities are mixed, Gibbs free energy is released which can be harvested as clean 
energy through membrane-based technologies [2, 34, 127].  Considering the major rivers 
flowing into the oceans globally, the SGP has been estimated to hold a potential up to 2000 
TWh/year [44, 128]. Pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) has been identified as a promising 
technology to harness SGP from both natural and anthropogenic streams with a controlled 
mixing process [9, 10]. In addition to the river water and seawater as the input streams, 
solution pairs with larger salinity gradients arising from the desalination brine/wastewater 
effluent, and hypersaline water (Dead Sea or Salt Lake), and river water have been 
proposed to increase osmotic power [4-8, 129]. In a PRO system, the osmotic pressure 
difference is exploited to drive water permeation from a diluted solution (feed) to a 
concentrated solution (draw) through a semipermeable membrane. A pressure exchanger 
is utilized to apply a hydraulic pressure less than the osmotic pressure difference to the 
draw solution, and the mechanical energy generated from the expanding of draw solution 
volume is extracted as electricity by a mechanical energy conversion device such as a 
hydro-turbine [10]. The power output from a PRO system can be obtained by the applied 
hydraulic pressure difference to the draw solution (ΔP) multiplied by the volume through 




Despite PRO holding great potential for sustainable energy production, the 
advancement of this technique has been hindered by limited accessibility to the desirable 
membranes. Many efforts have been made to design effective PRO membranes such as 
thin film composite (TFC) flat sheets and hollow-fiber PRO membranes [37]. The porous 
support layers of TFC membranes induce severe internal concentration polarization (ICP), 
which cause a dramatic decrease in the effective water permeation driving force across the 
active layer of the membrane [131]. Hence, the water flux is significantly reduced and 
consequently, the generated energy is much lower than expected. Although the power 
density achieved through PRO system with TFC membranes has been reported as higher 
than the commercialization viability benchmark of 5 W m−2, the PRO performance is still 
limited by the presence of ICP and relatively low water permeability. Recently, support-
free, freestanding membranes have been proposed to significantly mitigate the ICP [132], 
which is highly favorable for PRO application. 
In addition, PRO membranes appear to suffer from severe membrane fouling, 
especially, when using the combination of wastewater effluent and seawater reverse 
osmosis (SWRO) as feed and draw streams [133, 134]. Typically, state-of-the-art PRO 
membranes hold a porous support layer facing the feed solution in a PRO system. Thus, 
foulants and microbials in feed water can be easily transported into the porous structure 
and accumulate in it, which deteriorates the ICP [135]. Consequently, this membrane 
fouling becomes detrimental to the membrane water flux, the achievable PRO power 
production, and the membrane lifetime. The organic fouling is partially reversible with 
backwash cleaning, while the biofouling is hard to be reversed even with chemical cleaning 
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procedures [7, 136, 137]. So far, limited studies have been performed on developing PRO 
membranes with enhanced anti-fouling potential. 
Due to its versatile chemical modification, facile fabrication, strong mechanical 
strength, ultrafast water transport and superior ion selectivity, graphene oxide (GO) 
membranes have opened a new stage of two-dimensional (2D) material assembled thin 
membranes for applications in water desalination and separation  [138, 139]. However, the 
poor water stability of GO membranes has potentially restricted the scale-up viability. In 
the last several years, an emerging family of 2D transition metal carbides and nitrides, 
referred to as MXene, has attracted increasing attention. The functional groups (O, −OH, 
and −F) are introduced evenly at the nanosheet surface through in-situ etching and 
exfoliating processes [140, 141]. The abundant functional groups render MXene 
nanosheets as negatively charged units with a hydrophilic surface, which remarkably 
facilitates the water and ion transport through the ordered nanochannels. More importantly, 
MXene membranes have been reported to resist disintegration in water [21, 142]. In a 
previous work [143]. freestanding GO membranes indicated a potential in PRO power 
harvesting. However, the membrane performance in the PRO system is potentially limited 
by relatively low water permeability as well as low burst pressure due to the disintegration 
of GO membranes. The fabrication of heterostructures by assembling different building 
blocks emerge as an attractive strategy to combine the advantages and mitigate the 
shortcomings of the individual materials [144]. In recent years, the 2D heterostructures 
have been increasingly investigated as beneficial to energy storage due to their excellent 
capacitance and electronic conductivity [145]. The attention being paid to the application 
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of 2D heterostructures in water separation and osmotically driven membrane processes is 
rather limited. 
Herein, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on the fabrication of 
freestanding MXene/GO hybrid lamellar membranes as high-performance PRO 
membranes for harvesting osmotic energy. The hybrid membranes were fabricated with 
2D MXene and GO nanosheets as two building blocks by a vacuum-assisted filtration. The 
combination of MXene and GO nanosheets endows the hybrid membranes with enhanced 
water stability and resultant burst pressure.  The mass transport properties of the 
membranes and the PRO power output were determined in detail. Additionally, the 
membrane antifouling potential against macromolecular foulants and microbial foulants 
were also well investigated. Our findings in the present work highlight the promise of 
practical application viability of MXene/GO hybrid membranes as a highly anticipated 
osmotic power generation platform.  
5.3. Experimental Section 
5.3.1. Materials 
MAX (Ti3Al2) powder was obtained from Luoyang Tongrun Info Technology Co., 
Ltd, China. Lithium fluoride (LiF, 99.85 %, metals basis) was purchase from Alfa Aesar, 
Ward Hill, MA, U.S. Hydrochloride (HCl, 37%, ACS reagent), Sodium chloride (NaCl, 
99.0%) and humic acid sodium salt were supplied by Millipore Sigma, Billerica, MA, U.S. 
All the chemicals were used as received. The Anodic membranes (AAO) were purchased 
from Whatman (GE Healthcare, U.S.).  Deionized (DI) water produced by a Barnstead 
nanopure system (Thermo Scientific, U.S.) was used for all the experiments. 
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5.3.2. Fabrication of MXene/GO hybrid membranes 
LiF of 1.32 grams was dissolved in 20 mL of 6 M HCl solution under stirring for 
10 min. Then, 2 g Ti3AlC2 powder (MAX) was slowly added to avoid initial overheating 
of the exothermic reaction [146].  After etching at 40 ℃ for 60 h under magnetic stirring, 
the resulting solution was washed with D.I. water through several cycles of centrifugation 
(5 min for each cycle at 3500 rpm), until the pH value of the supernatant reached ~ 6. To 
delaminate Ti3C2Tx into 2D nanosheets (d-Ti3C2Tx, MXene), the obtained sediments were 
redispersed into 100 mL of DI water followed by ultrasonication for 2 h under flowing 
Argon gas. The stable MXene colloidal solution in a dark green color was collected after 
centrifuge at 3500 rpm for 1h. 
Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized based on a modified Hummer’s method. The 
synthesis steps in detail are as follows: 3g of graphite and 1.5 g of sodium nitrate were 
added into 75 mL concentrated sulfuric acid under stirring in an ice bath at 0 ℃ for 1h. 
Afterwards, 9.0 g KMnO4 was carefully added over the course of 20 min with temperature 
kept below 20 ℃. The temperature was subsequently increased to 35 ℃ and kept at 35 ± 
3 ℃ for 30 min. Afterwards, 150 mL DI water was added slowly into the mixture with an 
elevated temperature of 98 ℃ for another hour under stirring. Finally, the mixture was 
cooled to room temperature followed by the addition of 400 mL DI water and 9 mL H2O2 
(30% wt %) to stop the oxidation reaction. The obtained product was washed with 1 M 
HCl solution and a large amount of DI water until reaching a pH ~ 5. The yellowish GO 
colloidal solution was collected with the aid of a centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 30 min. 
A specific amount of MXene solution (0.5 mg mL−1) was mixed with various 
portions of GO solution (0.1 mg mL−1), followed by sonication in an ice bath for 10 min to 
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obtain homogenous MXene/GO solutions. The resulting mixture was filtered onto the 
Anodic inorganic filters (AAO, average pore size 0.2 µm and a diameter of 47 µm) via 
vacuum-assisted filtration. The flexible and freestanding membrane could be easily 
detached from the substrate after drying. The obtained membranes are named as d-
Ti3C2Tx/GO-X, where X denoting the weight percentage of GO contents in the hybrid 
membrane. 
5.3.3. Characterization of 2D materials and membranes 
High-resolution transmission electron microscopic images and a selective area 
electron diffraction pattern of d-Ti3C2Tx and GO nanosheets were captured using a 
scanning transmission electron microscope (HD 2700, Hitachi High Technologies 
America, Inc., Schaumburg, IL, U.S.). The atomic compositions were examined by Thermo 
Kα X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, U.S.).  The inter-
layer spacing of the membranes were analyzed by the X’ Pert PRO Alpha-1 X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation at the step scan of 0.02 °, with an overstep time of 
0.05 s. The surface morphology and roughness of the membranes was characterized using 
the Agilent 5500 atomic force microscopy (AFM, Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, 
CA, U.S.). The tensile stress characterization was performed on a Model Q800DMA tester 
(TA Instruments Co., New Castle, DE, U.S.) with a loading rate of 2 N/min. The membrane 
samples were cut into stripes with a length of 30 mm and a width of 4 mm. The Young’s 
modulus was calculated by the slope of the linear region of the stress-strain curves. The 
zeta potential of MXene and GO solutions (0.01 mg mL−1) was carried out on a Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano S (Malvern Instruments, Inc., Westborough, MA, U.S.). 
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5.3.4. Determination of membrane transport properties  
To better mimic the membrane transport properties and accurately predict the 
harvestable power density in the PRO operation, pure water permeability coefficient (A), 
salt permeability coefficient (B) and salt rejection (R) of the investigated membranes were 
determined through a modified reverse osmosis (RO) test cell (Figure 35). In the modified 
RO cell, the porous frit on the permeate side of a membrane was replaced by a feed spacer 
with two layers of strands (Figure 35) to simulate the deformation condition of the 
pressurized membranes in a PRO test [147]. The feed and permeate channels in the revised 
RO experiment were used as the draw solution and feed channels of the PRO test cell. The 
effective membrane area in the RO cell was 4.1 cm2. The feed solution (i.e., pure DI water) 
was circulated at a flow rate of 0.38 L min−1. The permeate was collected and measured by 
a digital balance to obtain the water flux (Jw), from which the water permeability coefficient 
was determined over various hydraulic pressure differences from 3.45 to 13.79 bar with 
1.38 bar increments. The tested membrane was first compacted with DI water at an applied 
hydraulic pressure of 3.45 bar for 2h to reach a steady state permeate flux. Water 
permeability was calculated from dividing the measured pure water flux by the applied 
hydraulic pressure (ΔP) as shown in Equation 27 [148]. The salt permeability coefficient 
was given based on Equation 28 [43]: 
                                                                 𝑨 =
𝑱𝒘
∆𝑷
                                                            (27)                                      
                                                     𝑩 =
𝑨(𝟏−𝑹)
𝑹
(𝜟𝑷 − 𝜟𝝅)                                               (28) 
where R is the rejection of 0.05 M NaCl determined through the modified RO test at an 
applied hydraulic pressure of 8.28 bar, which was calculated from the concentration of feed 
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solution (𝐶𝐹) and the permeate (𝐶𝑃). The concentrations were obtained from the measured 
electrical conductivity of the solutions using a conductivity meter (Extech Instruments 
Corp., Waltham, MA, USA).  
5.3.5. Membrane performance in PRO tests 
The membrane mass transport properties in the PRO process were evaluated in a 
PRO testing cell under crossflow mode without external hydraulic pressure (shown as 
Figure 19). NaCl solutions with a concentration in the range of 0.5 M - 2.0 M and DI water 
were employed as draw solution and feed solution, respectively. Throughout the tests, the 
draw solutions and feed solutions were circulated, separately. The effective area of the 
membranes under testing was shaped to 1 cm2, and the velocity was maintained at 27.8 cm 
s−1. In terms of the commercial CTA membrane, the active layer was placed to face the 
draw solution for the PRO tests. The weight changes of the feed solution were recorded 









In the osmotically driven membrane processes, the non-ideal semi-permeable 
membranes suffer from reverse solute diffusion, that is, a small portion of the salt 
permeating the membrane from the draw solution to the feed solution driven by the 
chemical potential arising from the salt concentration difference. The reverse salt 
permeation results in a reduced effective osmotic pressure difference across the membrane. 
The reverse salt flux, 𝐽𝑠, is the product of the draw solution concentration at the active layer 
interface and the membrane parameter B. Thus, 𝐽𝑠 is defined as follows [149]: 
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                                                     𝑱𝒔 = 𝑩𝑪𝑫,𝒃𝒆𝒙𝒑 (−
𝑱𝒘𝑺
𝑫
)                                                (29) 
where 𝐶𝐷,𝑏 is the bulk concentration of the draw solution, S is the structural parameter of 
the support layer, and D is the diffusion coefficient of the NaCl in the draw solution.  
The structural parameter S is obtained as follows [150]: 






)                                               (30) 
where 𝜋𝐷,𝑏  is the osmotic pressure of the bulk draw solution, and 𝜋𝐹,𝑏  is the osmotic 
pressure of the bulk feed solution. In this work, DI water was used as the feed solution and 
the osmotic pressure was 0 bar. 
5.3.6. Water flux and the projected power density 
With water diffusing across the active layer of the salt-rejecting membrane, the 
solutes in draw solution transport across the membrane to compensate the diluted draw 
solution, resulting in an increased local concentration at the active layer-support layer 
interface, termed as the concentrative internal concentration polarization (ICP). 
Alternatively, the permeating water from the feed solution dilutes the draw solution at the 
active layer, resulting in the dilutive external concentration polarization (ECP). A 
schematic diagram of the salt concentration profile across a PRO membrane is shown in 
Figure 20. By incorporating the performance-limiting factors, ICP and  ECP,  as well as 
reverse salt diffusion, the water flux in PRO can be expressed by [35]: 












− 𝜟𝑷}                                  (31) 
where 𝜋𝐷,𝑏  and 𝜋𝐹,𝑏  are the osmotic pressure of the bulk draw and feed solutions, 
respectively. K is the resistance to diffusion (solute resistivity) of the membrane support 
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layer, which can be expressed as SD−1, and 𝑘 is the mass transfer coefficient related to the 
concentration polarization near the membrane surface in the feed channel. 
The PRO power density is the product of the water flux through the membrane and 
the applied hydraulic pressure difference across the membrane as shown in Equation 32. 
The maximum power density was achieved at Δ𝑃 = Δ𝜋/2 [10].   










5.3.7. Determination of antifouling potential of the membranes 
The membrane anti-organic fouling was investigated with humic acid (HA) as the 
model foulant. The membranes under investigation were first compacted for 2 h under an 
applied hydraulic pressure of 3.45 bar to reach a steady water flux. The water flux was 
recorded for another hour to obtain the pure water flux (J0). Subsequently, the pure water 
was converted to the HA solution of 30 mg L−1 and remained running for 5 h at the same 
flow rate and applied hydraulic pressure. The steady flux with HA solution as feed was 
recorded as Jt. Then, the fouled membrane was physically cleaned with DI water. After 
physical cleaning, the recovered pure water flux (Jr) was recorded for 1h with DI water. 
The flux decline ration (FDR) coupled with water flux recovery ratio (FRR) are used to 
evaluate the membrane anti-fouling potential as calculated based on the following 
equations.  Generally, the lower FDR and the higher FRR indicate a better antifouling 
potential of the membranes [151]. 
                                                               𝑭𝑫𝑹 = (𝟏 −
𝑱𝒕
𝑱𝒘
) × 𝟏𝟎𝟎%                               (33)                                                        
                                                                 𝑭𝑹𝑹 =
𝑱𝒓
𝑱𝒘
 × 𝟏𝟎𝟎%                                        (34)                                                                  
The antibacterial activity of the membrane was evaluated against the Gram-
negative bacterium, Escherichia coli (ATCC 10798) by a colony-forming unit (CFU) 
enumeration assay. Briefly, the membranes were exposed to the bacterial suspension (107 
CFU mL− 1) for 5 h at room temperature. Afterwards, the excess bacterial suspension was 
discarded, and the membranes were rinsed with 10 mL saline solution (0.9 wt %) to remove 
unattached cells from the membrane surface.  The rinsed membranes were then transferred 
to a 20 mL saline solution to detach bacteria from the membrane surface via bath sonication 
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for 10 min. The resulting supernatant was immediately inoculated on a Luria-Bertani broth 
(LB) medium and cultured overnight at 37 ℃.  
5.4. Results and discussion 
5.4.1. Characterization of 2D nanosheets and the membranes 
Ti3C2Tx MXene nanosheets were obtained by selective etching of the Al layer from 
the Ti3AlC2 (MAX phase) using in-situ hydrofluoric (HF) forming etchant, lithium fluoride  
and HCl (hydrochloric acid) [152] (Figure 36). The TEM images of the delaminated 
MXene nanosheets (d-Ti3C2Tx) shows a single layer or fewer layers as well as well-defined 
edges with no wrinkles at the surface (Figure 21a and 21c), which is different from GO 
nanosheets (Figure 21b). The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 
image and the selected-area electron diffraction pattern (SAED) confirmed the hexagonal 
structure and high crystallinity of the MXene nanosheets without apparent defects (Figure 
21d). While, GO nanosheets show an amorphous structure. What’s more, the lateral size 
of MXene and GO nanosheets were shown to be approximately 2 to 3 µm, which has been 
suggested to be feasible to construct ordered 2D lamellar membranes [153]. 
The rich terminating functional groups (-O, -OH and -F) for and groups (-COOH, 
-OH, -O-) for GO were identified by XPS analysis (Figure 22). These abundant functional 
groups render the nanosheets negative charge in aqueous solutions, as indicated by the 




Figure 21 - Morphology and structure of the d-Ti3C2Tx and GO nanosheets. TEM 
images of (a) d-Ti3C2Tx and (b) GO nanosheets. The HRTEM images of the (c) layers 









The shift of the diffraction peak from 9.8° (MAX power) to a lower angle 6.3° for 
MXenes in XRD patterns (Figure 23a) indicates the successful synthesis of delaminated 
MXene nanosheets (d-Ti3C2Tx), which is in good agreement with results reported in the 
literatures [154, 155]. The XRD pattern with a sharp peak (002) at (2θ = 6.3°) further 
confirms the well-ordered and uniform lamellar structure of the MXene membrane with an 
interlayer spacing of (d = 14.06 Å). The single peak (001) with high intensity at 
(2θ = 11.3°) of the pure GO membrane indicates the d-spacing of 7.79Å. The as-prepared 
d-Ti3C2Tx/GO hybrid membranes at varied ratios also show an ordered lamellar structure 













from the weight variations of GO in the hybrid membranes. The increasing weight ratio of 
GO in the hybrid membranes leaded to a d-spacing that is smaller than the pure MXene 
membranes while larger than the pure GO membrane, which could be attributed to the 
intercalation of d-Ti3C2Tx nanosheets between the GO nanosheets. Also, more GO content 
resulted in a less uniform membrane structure due to the self-assembly of the nanoflakes 
during the vacuum-assisted filtration process. At a fully hydrated state, the intercalation of 
water molecules inside the interplanar channels of the membrane enlarged the d-spacing 








Figure 23 - The XRD patterns of (a) MAX phase and d-Ti3C2Tx power and (b) pristine 




5.4.2. Water and salt permeability coefficients of the membranes 
The influence of d-Ti3C2Tx/GO weight ratios on membrane water permeability 
coefficient (A) was investigated. The pristine MXene thin membrane offered a water 
permeability coefficient as high as 18.11 L m−2 h−1 bar−1 (LMH-bar). The high water 
permeability of MXene membranes has been confirmed in the literature [156]. As 
demonstrated in Figure 24a, with the increasing weight ratio of GO in the hybrid 
membranes, the water permeability coefficient largely decreased in comparison with the 
pure MXene membrane. However, even if the water permeability decreased to 7.76 LMH-
bar for the membrane d-Ti3C2Tx/GO weight percentage ratio of 55:45 (termed as d-
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Ti3C2Tx/GO −45), the water permeability is still much higher than that of a commercial 
CTA membrane (1.09 LMH-bar). To withstand the applied external hydraulic pressure in 
the PRO process, the membranes holding high burst pressure are favorable to the PRO 
performance. The pristine MXene membrane shows relatively low mechanical strength, 
which is primarily attributed to the poor interconnection between adjacent MXene 
nanosheets. In our previous work, the GO lamellar membrane was reported to show 
excellent mechanical strength. The d-Ti3C2Tx/GO hybrid membrane displayed remarkably 
enhanced mechanical property (Table 10). Due to the existence of active functional groups 
on MXene and GO nanosheets, it is supposed that there are sufficient hydrogen bonds 
formed between the d-Ti3C2Tx and GO nanosheets. The enhanced mechanical strength is 
beneficial to render membranes satisfying burst pressure. With the GO contents in the 
hybrid membranes increased to 45%, the burst pressure of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO -45 membrane 
reached to 9.66 bar. While, further increment on GO contents up to 60% did not give rise 
to higher burst pressure. This phenomenon might be explained in the concept of the 
membrane water stability. GO membranes have been known to disintegrate in water due 
to the deprotonation of carboxyl groups. However, the MXene membranes can maintain 
integrity upon hydration. As a result, the membrane with higher GO content is assumed to 





Figure 24 - Water permeability coefficient, A, as a function of (a) d-Ti3C2Tx weight 
percentage in the hybrid membrane at an applied hydraulic pressure of 3.45 bar. (b) 
varied applied hydraulic pressure. For all the membranes, the parameter A was 




5.4.3. Water flux and projected PRO power density  
The water flux with respect to NaCl concentration in PRO was measured using the 
d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane as the optimal membrane. The commercial CTA membrane 
was also studied for comparison. As shown in Figure 25, for the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 
membrane, the water flux showed an almost linear relationship with the concentrations of 
draw solution and substantially increased with the NaCl concentration ranging from 0.5 M 
to 2.0 M. The water flux reached a value up to 185.37 L m-2 h-1 (LMH) at an NaCl 
concentration of 2.0 M, which is approximately 5 times higher than that obtained with a 
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commercial CTA membrane (38.61 LMH). With the freestanding d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 
membrane, due to the significant reduction of the internal concentration polarization (ICP), 
the maximized osmotic pressure drive force leads to a substantial increase of the water flux. 
In terms of the reverse draw solute flux, a similar trend to that of the water flux was 
observed as expected. The increased reverse salt flux with the increasing draw solution 
concentration was induced by the higher Nernst potential difference at high draw solution 
concentration. The reverse flux selectivity, i.e., the ratio of water flux and reverse salt flux, 
Jw/Js, has been acknowledged as an important parameter to evaluate PRO membrane 
performance [157]. For the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane, the average reverse flux 
selectivity was determined as approximately 838.7 ± 53.9 L mol−1, which is higher than 
the results reported in the literature [132]. The high reverse flux selectivity suggests the 
feasibility of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane for high PRO performance.  
By incorporating the measured pure water permeability (A) and salt permeability 
(B), the membrane structural parameter (S) was calculated to be 57 µm, which is 
remarkably smaller than that of a commercial CTA membrane (Table 11). The parameter 
S is an intrinsic characteristic related to the ion transport in the membrane support layer 
[35]. The freestanding d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane with mitigation of ICP offered the 
membrane a much lower structural parameter. The higher water permeability coupled with 
a lower structural parameter is favorable for PRO power output. However, it was found 
that the salt permeability of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane is larger than that of the 
commercial CTA membrane, which will potentially sacrifice the power performance to 
some extent. The dense active layer of the CTA membrane renders a membrane high salt 
rejection. For the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane, the d-spacing is larger than the radius of 
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the salt ions, especially with the d-spacing becoming enlarged upon hydration, which was 





Figure 25 - Water flux (Jw) and reverse draw salt flux (Js) of d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 and 
commercial CTA membranes. Tests were performed in an FO cell with effective 
membrane area of 1 cm2 and a crossflow velocity of 27.8 cm s-1 with different 
concentrations of NaCl as the draw solution and DI as the feed solution for 2h. At 






The theoretical power density of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane under different 
applied hydraulic pressures showed a difference in NaCl draw solution concentrations 
varying from 0.5 M to 2.0 M as illustrated in Figure 26. The feed solution of 0.0017 M 
NaCl was used to simulate river water. As the applied hydraulic pressure difference 
increased, the power density was substantially enhanced. A higher power density can also 
be achieved with a higher concentration of NaCl in the draw solution at the same hydraulic 
pressure difference. The d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane was able withstand a hydraulic 
pressure difference of up to 9.66 bar in our case. The power density was calculated to be 
19.4 W m−2, 38.1 W m−2, 48.8 W m−2, and 56.4 W m−2 for the draw solution concentration 
of 0.5 M, 1.0 M, 1.5 M, and 2.0 M, respectively. The maximum power density can be 
obtained at an applied external hydraulic pressure difference equivalent to approximately 
half of the osmotic pressure. Since, the burst pressure of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane 
is lower than half the osmotic pressure, the calculated power density for a d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-
45 membrane is lower than the maximum value (as shown in Figure 38). The economical 
commercialization benchmark of PRO power density has been reported at 5 W m−2. With 
the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane, this goal can be achieved at a fairly low applied hydraulic 
pressure difference, indicating an apparent saving in pumping energy and a more 





Figure 26 - The projected power density of the d-Ti3C2Tx /GO-45 membrane as a 
function of the applied hydraulic pressure difference in a PRO system. Different 
concentrations of NaCl solution worked as draw solution and river water (0.0017 M 






5.4.4. Antifouling potential of the membranes 
The antifouling potential of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO hybrid membrane in terms of the 
natural organic matter (NOM) was investigated by the HA filtration in the revised RO cell. 
The fouling behaviors of the membranes are displayed in Figure 27a. As shown in Stage 
Ⅱ, with the feed solution shifting from pure water to HA solution, all the investigated 
membranes suffered an apparent decrease in permeate flux. The FDR of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-
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25, d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45, and the commercial cellulose triacetate CTA) membranes were 
determined to be 13.5%, 22.1% and 5.0%, respectively. The results indicate an improved 
HA fouling resistance of the membrane with incorporation of more GO contents in the 
hybrid membranes. After the membranes were cleaned thoroughly, the FRR values of the 
d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-25, d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45, and the commercial CTA membranes were 69.3%, 
86.3%, and 74.5%, respectively. The larger FRR value of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane 
indicates a greater cleaning efficiency. The higher FDR and FRR results indicate that the 
d-Ti3C2Tx/GO membrane with higher GO content outperformed both the hybrid membrane 
holding a lower GO content and the commercial membrane. 
The enhanced hydrophilicity and negative surface charge were primarily 
responsible for the improved antifouling potential of the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO -45 membrane. The 
addition of hydrophilic GO gave rise to a more hydrophilic membrane surface, which 
strengthened the binding capacity for water molecules on that surface enabling the 
formation of a hydrated layer to better resist hydrophobic organic foulants [158]. 
Moreover, the increased surface negative charge introduced by the incorporation of GO 
contributed to the electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged HA and the 
membrane surface resulting in a reduced adhesion of HA on the membrane surface [159]. 
Additionally, a larger surface roughness had a negative effect on the membrane antifouling 
property. As shown in Figure 39, the membrane surface roughness became smoother with 
increased GO content in the hybrid membranes. Thus, the reduced membrane surface 




The membrane antimicrobial property was evaluated against the adhesive 
interactions of E. coli with the membrane surface using a CFU enumeration assay. Figure 
27b shows the abundance of attached E. coli cells on the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane 
surface was reduced by 59.4% in comparison with the pure d-Ti3C2Tx
 membrane after a 5-
h exposure. While, for the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-25 membrane, there was only a 21.2 % 
attachment reduction compared with the pristine d-Ti3C2Tx membrane. Both MXene and 
GO have been shown to hold high antibacterial activity due to the physical damage and 
chemical oxidation to E. coli [160-162]. However, the bacterial colonization formed with 
the detached E. coli from the pristine GO membrane is much less than the CFU formed 
with that from pristine MXene membrane. Thus, in terms of membranes, the adhesive 
interaction between the E. coli and the membrane surface relationship to the membrane 
surface properties is a potential explanation for the CFU abundance difference [163]. The 
improved surface hydrophilicity and smoother surface roughness arising from the 
increased GO loading enabled the d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-45 membrane to become less prone to the 
fouling induced by hydrophobic E. coli cells.  The enhanced antibacterial performance of 
membrane with a higher GO contents could increase the membrane biofouling potential by 





Figure 27 - The antifouling potential of the membrane against (a) the NOM (HA) and 
(b) the bacterium (E. coli). Stage Ⅰ: The membrane under investigation was first 
compacted with DI water at 3.45 bar for 2 h to reach a steady water flux. Stage Ⅱ: 
The feed solution was switched to an HA solution of 30 ppm, and the filtration was 
conducted for another 5 h under the same hydraulic pressure difference. Stage Ⅲ: 
The fouled membrane was physically cleaned, and the pure DI water filtration was 





We have demonstrated that the freestanding MXene/GO lamellar membrane is an 
attractive candidate to capture osmotic power as a form of sustainable energy through a 
PRO system. Benefiting from the combination of MXene and GO, the hybrid membrane 
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exhibited enhanced mechanical strength and water stability, which allowed the membrane 
to withstand a relatively high burst pressure of up to 9.66 bar. The support-free membrane 
with the elimination of ICP gave the composite membrane an elevated water permeability 
and record-high power density of 56.4 W m−2 with 2.0 M NaCl and 0.017 M NaCl as the 
draw solution and feed solution, respectively. Additionally, the enhanced surface 
hydrophilicity and negative surface charge is favorable to membrane fouling control in 
terms of both NOM and bacteria. Our findings advanced the prospect of further 
development of 2D materials-based lamellar membranes to facilitate osmotically driven 





CHAPTER 6.      MAJOR CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1. Major Conclusions 
The key conclusions throughout the dissertation are as following: 
• The intricate relationship of the permselectivity and ionic resistance (referred to 
membrane conductance in this work) of IEMs with its underlying characteristics 
was explored. With the help of the statistical modelling of membrane 
microstructure by employing the membrane three-phase model coupled with the 
percolation theory, the dependency of permselectivity and membrane conductivity 
changes on membrane thickness and water content has been successfully simulated 
and validated with experimental data from a set of SPPO membranes and 
commercial FKS membranes. The modeling and simulation results from this work 
enable the fine-tuning approaches for the fabrication of IEMs with desired 
properties for high performance output in a IEMs-based electrochemical system. 
• Monovalent-ions selective AEMs with enhanced antifouling potential were 
fabricated with the LBL modification of standard AEMs. By alternatively 
introducing negatively charged polyelectrolytes and positively charged 
polyelectrolytes, a pretty thin film with negative charge as well as improved 
hydrophilicity was form at the surface of standard AEMs. The enhancements on 
these surface properties render membrane monovalent-ion selectivity as well as 
membrane antifouling potential. The monovalent-ions selectivity is primarily 
attributed to the much smaller Donna exclusive force between the monovalent ions 
with the surface charge than that between multivalent ions with the surface charge. 
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Due to the enhanced electrostatic repulsion and hydrophobic interaction of organic 
foulants with the optimized surface, the membranes showed increased anti-fouling 
potential. Benefiting from the simultaneous enhancement on monovalent-ion 
selectivity and anti-fouling potential, the power density achieved in a RED system 
with the presence of multivalent ions and foulants containing in the feed streams 
was apparently elevated. Based on the results in this work, the monovalent-ions 
selective membranes obtained from LBL optimization was suggested to be 
favorable to practical application viability of chemical potential driven membrane 
technologies like RED. 
• The freestanding of MXene/GO composite membranes were fabricated and 
employed in the PRO system for osmotic power harvesting. By combing the 2D 
materials, MXene and GO, the hybrid membranes hold largely enhanced 
mechanical strength in comparison to the pristine MXene membrane and improved 
water stability compared to pure GO membrane. The freestanding thin membranes 
exhibited satisfactory water permeability and record-high output power density due 
to the mitigation of the ICP during PRO process. The facile fabrication of 
MXene/GO lamellar membrane, couple with its versatile chemical tunability and 
scale-up viability, sheds light on a new membrane development platform for high-
performance osmotic power harvesting technologies. In addition, the findings on 
the simultaneously improved antifouling potential and antibacterial activity further 





6.2. Future Work 
Based on the findings from this dissertation, future works on further advancing of 
membrane -based technologies to harvest clean and renewable energy may include: 
• Designing new types of monovalent-ions selective membranes for more efficient 
SGP harvesting in RED system. In our work, we have demonstrated that LBL 
modification of standard IEMs with polyelectrolytes is a promising approach to 
develop monovalent-ions selective membranes with enhanced antifouling potential. 
However, the introduction of the thin layer on standard membrane surface by LBL 
assembly of polyelectrolytes potentially increase the membrane ionic resistance, 
which is not favorable for RED power output since membrane area resistance plays 
a critical role on better RED power output. Thus, it is critically essential to develop 
IEMs with monovalent-ions selectivity with no increase in membrane area 
resistance. The zwitterionic groups have been acknowledged to hold potential in 
ions selectivity. To synthesize IEMs with zwitterionic functional groups at 
membrane surface or through the membrane matrix might be a promising candidate 
for high-performance monovalent-ions selective membranes. 
• Recently, the combination of different 2D materials to overcome the limitation of 
individual 2D materials have attracted increasing interests in various fields.  In our 
work, we highlight the promise in the scale-up application of MXene/GO hybrid 
membranes for osmotic power harvesting through PRO technology. A better 
understanding on the interactions between two different 2D materials based on 
modelling or first-principle calculation will provide pathways to tune the membrane 
fabrication. In terms of the application in osmotically driven membrane process for 
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SGP generation, to achieve the maximal power density, it is necessary to develop 
freestanding membranes with further enhanced mechanical strength and water 
stability to withstand the burst pressure no less than half of the osmotic pressure 

















APPENDIX A.       SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3 
A.1  Detailed description of membrane characterization  
A.1.1 Permselectivity and ionic resistance 
Membrane permselectivity is the ability of an IEM to selectively allow cation 
permeation while repulsing anions. The apparent permselectivity (α) of the series SPPO 
membranes was determined via a static potential measurement method. In detail, a two-
compartment cell was filled with 500 mL of 0.5 M NaCl and 0.1 M NaCl, respectively. 
The membrane under investigation was placed in between to separate the two solutions. 
The effective testing area of the membrane is 4.8 cm2. Two Ag/AgCl reference electrodes 
(Hanna Instruments, USA) were utilized to measure the potential difference across the 
membrane, and the potential was recorded with a Tektronix DMM4050 multimeter 
(Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA). The apparent permselectivity was calculated by the ratio 
of the measured membrane potential (∆Vmeasured) over the theoretical potential of 0.5 M 
NaCl over 0.1 M NaCl (∆Vtheoretical = 37.91 mV), as follows: 
                                                      𝛂(%) =
𝚫𝐕𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐞𝐝
𝚫𝐕𝐭𝐡𝐞𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐭𝐢𝐜𝐚𝐥
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎%                                    (35) 
where α is the apparent permselectivity (%), and ∆Vmeasured and ∆Vtheoretical are the measured 
and theoretical membrane potentials, respectively.  
The ionic resistance was measured via the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) method in a custom-built four-compartment module. The effective testing area for 
all the investigated membranes was 7.91 cm2. The two outer compartments were supplied 
with 0.3 M Na2SO4 and the solutions were circulated through a Masterflex L/S peristaltic 
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pump (Cole-Parmar Instrument Company, Chicago, IL, USA). The working solution of 0.5 
M NaCl was pumped into the two inner compartments separated by the membrane under 
investigation and circulated through another Masterflex L/S peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmar 
Instrument Company, USA). The working solutions and the electrode solutions were 
separated by two commercial Fumasep anion exchange membranes (AEMs) ((FuMA-Tech 
GmbH, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany). Two titanium electrodes coated with platinum 
were applied as the working and counter electrodes, which were connected to a Vertex 
potentiostat (Ivium Technologies, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Two Ag/AgCl reference 
electrodes were placed in two custom-made Luggin-Haber capillaries and were employed 
to monitor the impedance across the membrane. The obtained membrane ionic resistance 
was corrected by subtracting the blank resistance measured without membranes in 
between.  
A.1.2 Ion exchange capacity (IEC) 
IEC represents the number of functional groups per unit weight of the dried 
membrane, which can be determined through acid-base titration. In detail, the investigated 
membrane sample was first immersed in HCl solution of 1.0 M for 24 h. After rinsing with 
D.I. water, the membrane sample was then immersed into NaCl solution of 0.5 M for 
another 24 h to completely fulfill the ion exchange (i.e., the replacement of H+ by Na+). 
Subsequently, the resultant NaCl solutions containing exchanged protons were titrated with 
0.01 M NaOH with phenolphthalein as an indicator. The IEC of the membrane can be 
calculated as follows: 
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                                                             𝑰𝑬𝑪 =
𝑪𝑵𝒂𝑶𝑯×𝑽𝑵𝒂𝑶𝑯
𝑾𝒅𝒓𝒚
                                           (36)                


















A.2  The properties for all the membrane. 























                              
NMP 
2.5 55.2 87.4 - 0.873 0.127 
3.3 60.2 81.9 - 0.818 0.182 
8.7 81.0 42.6 7.23 0.757 0.643 
13.2 90.4 46.6 11.3 0.412 0.588 
14.0 90.2 40.4 - 0.315 0.685 
14.1 85.2 53.4 6.69 0.521 0.479 
29.5 92.5 40.0 3.22 0.313 0.687 
33.0 93.3 43.4 2.22 0.375 0.625 
48.7 94.5 42.6 1.61 0.358 0.642 
DMF 
3.5 67.6 84.0 13.6 0.830 0.170 
7.2 76.1 77.0 - 0.760 0.240 
20.2 94.5 39.6 5.29 0.331 0.669 
20.3 92.6 54.6 4.59 0.540 0.460 
27.4 95.3 45.7 - 0.409 0.591 
39.8 95.4 41.3 2.39 0.329 0.671 
49.5 97.4 42.5 2.32 0.348 0.652 
FKS 
9.8 98.3 0.30 1.84 0.00 1.00 
13.7 98.6 0.27 1.54 0.00 1.00 
30.2 98.7 0.25 0.93 0.00 1.00 










A.3  Java codes for the Monte Carlo simulation 
An implementation of percolation theory simulation is provided in Java code. 
Additional functions are implemented to obtain numbers of site of different interest, which 








public class Percolation3D { 
    private final UnionFind matrix, full, fullBottom; // must be UnionFind data 
structure 
    private final boolean [] opened; // record whether a site is open or not 
    private final int nCol, nRow, nDep, size; 
    private int openCount = 0; 
 
    public Percolation3D(int row, int col, int dep) { 
        // create row-by-col-by-dep grid, with all sites blocked 
        nCol = col; 
        nRow = row; 
        nDep = dep; 
        size = nCol * nRow * nDep; 
        opened = new boolean[size]; 
        for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
            opened[i] = false; 
        } 
        matrix = new UnionFind(size+2); 
        full = new UnionFind(size+1); 
        fullBottom = new UnionFind(size+1); 
    } 
 
    public Percolation3D(int n) { 
        // create n-by-n-by-n grid, with all sites blocked 
        checkIndices(n); 
        nCol = n; 
        nRow = n; 
        nDep = n; 
        size = n * n * n; 
        opened = new boolean[size]; 
        for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
            opened[i] = false; 
        } 
        matrix = new UnionFind(size+2); 
        full = new UnionFind(size+1); 
        fullBottom = new UnionFind(size+1); 
    } 
 
    private void printMatrix() { 
        // visualization of matrix for debugging; only intuitive on 2-D 
        for (int i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
            if (opened[i]) { 
                System.out.print(" o "); 
            } else { 
                System.out.print(" * "); 
            } 
            if ((i + 1) % nCol == 0) { 
                System.out.println(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    private void checkIndices(int row, int col, int dep) { 
        if (row <= 0 || row > nRow) throw new IllegalArgumentException("row index i 
out of bounds"); 
        if (col <= 0 || col > nCol) throw new IllegalArgumentException("column index i 
out of bounds"); 
        if (dep <= 0 || dep > nDep) throw new IllegalArgumentException("depth index i 






    public int numberOfPercolatedSites() { 
        // returns number of sites that are part of percolated pathway 
        if (percolates()) { 
            int fullOrPercolate = Math.max(matrix.numberInUnion(0), 
matrix.numberInUnion(size+1)) - 2; 
            int bottomDeadEnd = fullOrPercolate - numberOfTopFullSites(); 
            int topDeadEnd = fullOrPercolate - numberOfBottomFullSites(); 
            return fullOrPercolate - topDeadEnd - bottomDeadEnd; 
        } 
        else {return 0;} 
    } 
 
    protected int numberOfInertSites() { 
        // returns number of sites that are not part of percolated pathway 
        if (percolates()) { 
            return openCount - Math.max(matrix.numberInUnion(0), 
matrix.numberInUnion(size+1)) + 2; 
        } else return openCount - matrix.numberInUnion(0) - matrix.numberInUnion(size 
+ 1) + 2; 
    } 
 
    int numberOfOpenSites() { 
        // number of open sites 
        return openCount; 
    } 
 
    boolean percolates() { 
        return matrix.connected(0, size+1); 
    } 
 
    // used for calculation of different types of sites 
    public int numberOfTopFullSites() { return full.numberInUnion(0) - 1; } 
    // used for calculation of different types of sites 
    public int numberOfBottomFullSites() { return fullBottom.numberInUnion(0) - 1; } 
 
    public int getSize() { 
        return size; 
    } 
 
    public void outputPercolation(String filename) { 
        // output site array mark only sites belongs to percolation pathways 
        try { 
            File file = new File(filename); 
            PrintWriter pw = new PrintWriter(file); 
            pw.print(nCol); 
            pw.print(","); 
            pw.print(nRow); 
            pw.print(","); 
            pw.print(nDep); 
            pw.print(","); 
            for (int i=1; i<= size; i++) { 
                if (full.connected(0, i) && fullBottom.connected(0, i)) { 
                    pw.print(1); 
                    pw.print(","); 
                } else { 
                    pw.print(0); 
                    pw.print(","); 
                } 
            } 
            pw.close(); 





            System.out.print(ex.fillInStackTrace()); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public int checkOpenType(int position) { 
        // checks whether an open site is surrounded by all open sites (void) or not 
        int[] pos = indexToPosition(position); 
        int row = pos[0]; int col = pos[1]; int dep = pos[2]; 
        int openNeighbors = 0; 
        // count the number of legal neighbor open sites 
        if (opened[indexing(row + 1, col, dep) - 1]) { openNeighbors++;} 
        if (opened[indexing(row, col + 1, dep) - 1]) { openNeighbors++;} 
        if (opened[indexing(row - 1, col, dep) - 1]) { openNeighbors++;} 
        if (opened[indexing(row, col - 1, dep) - 1]) { openNeighbors++;} 
        if (isLegalSite(row, col, dep - 1)) {if (isOpen(row, col, dep - 1)) 
{ openNeighbors++;}} 
        if (isLegalSite(row, col, dep + 1)) {if (isOpen(row, col, dep + 1)) 
{ openNeighbors++;}} 
 
        return openNeighbors; 
    } 
 
    public int[] indexToPosition(int ind){ 
        // utility function to translate index to 3-D coordinates 
        int[] position = new int[3]; 
        position[2] = (ind - 1) / (nRow*nCol) + 1; // depth 
        int remainder = (ind - 1) % (nRow*nCol); 
        position[0] = remainder / nCol + 1;  // row 
        position[1] = remainder % nCol + 1;      // column 
 
        return position; 
    } 
 
    public int getVoidSites(int voidNeighborNumber) { 
        int countVoid = 0; 
        // loop through all sites to find open sites with more than 
@voidNeighborNumber of open neighbors 
        for (int i=1; i<= size; i++){ 
            if (full.connected(0, i) && fullBottom.connected(0, i)) { 
                if(checkOpenType(i)>=voidNeighborNumber) countVoid++; 
            } 
        } 
 
        return countVoid; 
    } 
 
    public int numberOfSurfacePercolatedSites() { 
        int count = 0; 
        // loop through all "surface" sites to find open sites belongs to percolation 
pathways 
        for (int i=1; i<= nRow*nCol; i++){ 
            if (full.connected(0, i) && fullBottom.connected(0, i)) { 
                count ++; 
            } 
        } 
 
        for (int i=(nDep-1)*nCol*nRow+1; i<=size; i++) { 
            if (full.connected(0, i) && fullBottom.connected(0, i)) { 
                count ++; 
            } 







        return count / 2; // average surface area that belongs to percolated sites 
    } 
 
    public double normalConductivity(int membraneKappa, int solutionKappa) { 
        // explicit calculation of conductivity along the dep dimension 
        double conduc = 0, conducTemp = 0; 
        for (int i = 1; i <= nRow * nCol; i++) { 
            for (int d = 1; d <= nDep; d++) { 
                int ind = (d - 1) * nRow * nCol + i; 
                if (opened[ind - 1]) { 
                    conducTemp += (double) 1 / solutionKappa; 
                } else { 
                    conducTemp += (double) 1 / membraneKappa; 
                } 
            } 
            conduc += 1 / conducTemp; 
        } 
 
        return conduc; 
    } 
 
    public static void main(String[] args) { 
        // test client (showing an exemplary usage 
        int nRow = 32, nCol = 32, nDep = 5000; 
        Percolation3D p = new Percolation3D(nRow, nCol, nDep); 
        double freeRatio = 0.40; 
 
        Random rand = new Random(); 
//        while (!p.percolates()) { 
//            int row = rand.nextInt(nRow) + 1; 
//            int col = rand.nextInt(nCol) + 1; 
//            int dep = rand.nextInt(nDep) + 1; 
//            p.open(row, col, dep); 
//        } 
        while (p.openCount < p.size * freeRatio) { 
            int row = rand.nextInt(nRow) + 1; 
//            int row = 1; 
            int col = rand.nextInt(nCol) + 1; 
            int dep = rand.nextInt(nDep) + 1; 
            p.open(row, col, dep); 
        } 
 
        System.out.println((float)p.numberOfSurfacePercolatedSites()/ (nRow*nCol)); 
        System.out.println(p.openCount); 
        System.out.println((float)p.openCount/p.size); 
        System.out.println(p.percolates()); 
 
//        p.printMatrix(); 




public class UnionFind { 
    private int[] root;    // root 
    private int[] size;    // number of children rooted 
//    private int count;   // number of components 
 
    /** 
     * Initializes an empty union–find data structure with {@code n} sites 
     * {@code 0} through {@code n-1}. Each site is initially in its own 
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     * component. 
     * 
     * @param  n the number of sites 
     * @throws IllegalArgumentException if {@code n < 0} 
     */ 
    public UnionFind(int n) { 
//        count = n; 
        root = new int[n]; 
        size = new int[n]; 
        for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) { 
            root[i] = i; 
            size[i] = 1; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public int findRoot(int i) { 
        validate(i); 
        while(i != root[i]) { 
            root[i] = root[root[i]]; 
            i = root[i]; 
        } 
        return i; 
    } 
 
    // validate that p is a valid index 
    private void validate(int p) { 
        int n = root.length; 
        if (p < 0 || p >= n) { 
            throw new IllegalArgumentException("index " + p + " is not between 0 and " 
+ (n-1)); 
        } 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Returns number of inter isolated unions 
     * @return 
     */ 
//    public int count() { return count; } 
 
    /** 
     * Returns true if two sites are in union 
     * @return 
     */ 
    public boolean connected(int p, int q) { return findRoot(p) == findRoot(q); } 
 
    public void union(int p, int q){ 
        int i = findRoot(p); 
        int j = findRoot(q); 
        if (i == j) return; 
        if (size[i] <size[j]) {root[i] = j; size[j] += size[i]; } 
        else                  {root[j] = i; size[i] += size[j]; } 
//        count--; 
    } 
    /** 
     * Returns the number of unioned sites for special applications 
     * @return 
     */ 
    public int numberInUnion(int element){ 
        return size[findRoot(element)]; 
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B.2  Surface zeta potential, membrane area resistance and 
permselectivity 
Before treating the membranes with PSS and PEI solutions, the zeta potential of 
PSS and PEI solutions were firstly determined using zetasizer nano ZS (ZEN 3600, 
Malvern Instruments. The PSS and PEI solutions were prepared by dissolving PSS and PEI 
into 1.0 M NaCl solution (working as the supporting electrolyte to make its concentration 
of 1.0 g/L. The pH values of PSS and PEI solutions was adjusted by 1.0 M NaOH and 1.0 
M HCl, respectively. As shown in Figure 30, the relatively high zeta potential for PSS and 










Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi SU8230, Hitachi 
High Technologies, Corp., Japan) was used to determine membrane cross-sections. The 
membranes were vacuum-dried before performing the SEM test. Sharp cross-sections were 
obtained by soaking dried membranes into liquid nitrogen.   
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo K-Alpha) was performed to 
detect elements (C, O, N, S) on the membrane surface. The surface sensitivity of XPS goes 
up to 5 nm. The membranes were dried in an oven under vacuum overnight.  
Atomic force microscopy (AFM, Agilent 5500, Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA) 
was utilized to characterize the surface topography. The average surface roughness was 
obtained. At least five random positions were measured for each membrane sample. 
Zetasizer along with surface zeta potential electrode (Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, 
Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK) was used to determine the surface zeta potential of 
membrane samples based on the particle electrophoresis. The silica particle standards 
(ThermoFisher Scientific) were dispersed in DI water to work as tracers. The membranes 
were rinsed thoroughly with DI water several times before measurements, and then dried 
at room temperature. At least three samples were measured for each membrane.  
Ramé-hart standard contact angle Goniometer (Model 250, Ramé-hart Instrument 
Co., USA) was used to perform water contact angle measurements. The hydrophilic 
properties of the membranes were evaluated based on water contact angle. Before testing, 
the membranes were thoroughly rinsed with DI water and then dried in a vacuum oven. 
The static water contact angle was obtained by placing 4 L of DI water droplets onto the 
vacuum-dried membrane surface. The measurements were carried out at least three 
locations for each membrane sample. 
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The membrane area resistance was measured by the custom-built four-cell module 
as shown in Figure 11. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique was used 
to characterize the membrane resistance based on the literature [164]. The effective area 
for all the membranes was 7.91 cm2. The compartments 2 and 3 were supplied with 0.5 M 
NaCl circulating through both compartments at a flow rate of 100 mL/min by a Masterflex 
L/S peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmar Instrument Company, USA. The electrode solution of 
0.5 M Na2SO4 was pumped into compartments 1 and 4 and was circulated through both 
compartments under a flow rate of 100 mL/min by a Masterflex L/S peristaltic pump (Cole-
Parmar Instrument Company, USA). Two titanium electrodes coated with platinum were 
used as working and counter electrodes connected to a Vertex potentiostat (Ivium 
Technologies, The Netherlands). The Ag/AgCl electrodes placed in two custom-made 
Luggin-Haber capillaries were used as reference electrodes to monitor the impedance over 
the membranes. The membrane area resistance was corrected by substracted the solution 
resistance measured without membranes. 
The apparent permselectivity (α) of the membranes were determined by the ratio of 
measured membrane potential over the theoretical one (listed in Table 9). The membrane 
potential was measured using a static potential measurement reported in previous work 
[114]. The membrane was placed between two cells. 500 mL of 0.5 M and 0.1 M NaCl 
solutions were filled into the two cells. The solutions were vigorously stirred via stir bars 
to minimize concentration polarization. The Ag-AgCl electrodes were used to measure the 
potential difference over the membrane, and was recorded by a multimeter (Tektronix, 
USA). Based on the Nernst equation, the theoretical potential in this case is calculated to 
be 37.91 mV. 
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Table 9 - Membrane hydrated thicknesses and permselectivity. 
Membranes Thickness (µm) Permselectivity (α, %) 
CJMA-2 89.0 91.17 
CJMA-2-2.5 90.0 91.62 
CJMA-2-3.5 91.5 91.45 
CJMA-2-4.5 94.3 91.33 
CJMA-2-5.5 97.4 91.17 
CJMA-2-7.5 102.7 91.05 
CJMA-2-10.5 108 90.68 























Figure 31 - AFM images of membrane surface: (a) ACS membrane, (b) pristine 
CJMA-2 membrane, (c) CJMA-2-2.5 membrane, (d) CJMA-2-3.5 membrane, (e) 
CJMA-2-4.5 membrane, (f) CJMA-2-5.5 membrane, (g) CJMA-2-7.5 membrane, and 














Figure 32 - Current-voltage (I-V) curves obtained with mixtures of 0.05 M NaCl and 












Figure 33 - Time-dependent amounts of Cl− and SO42− in the diluted compartment, 






Figure 34 - Open circuit voltage with pure NaCl (0.5 M) and with NaCl containing 10 
% of Na2SO4 (total concentration of 0.5 M) as feed solutions, respectively, under 




B.6     Energy conversion efficiency 
The energy conversion efficiency is defined by the fraction of the harvestable 
energy to the Gibbs free energy released by mixing of solutions containing NaCl and 
Na2SO4 as follows [123]:       
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                                              (37) 
Where, E and I are the electric potential generated in a RED system and the current 
carried by the anions in the system. In a system with feedwaters containing NaCl and 
Na2SO4, the current I can be expressed as follows: 
                                                   𝑰 = 𝒛𝒊𝑭(𝑱𝑪𝒍− − 𝑱𝑺𝑶𝟒𝟐−
)                                                  (38) 
In a RED system with feedwaters containing mixture of NaCl and Na2SO4, the 
membrane potential difference 𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉 can be defined as follows [165, 166]: 







)                                  (39) 
In this work, the assumption was made that the co-ions effect is negligible. Thus, 
the following relationship could be obtained: 
                                                         𝒕𝑪𝒍− + 𝒕𝑺𝑶𝟒𝟐−
= 𝟏                                                    (40) 
It has been proven that the maximum energy conversion efficiency corresponding 
to the maximum power generation can be achieved when E is equal to half of the 𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉 
[167]. Then, by combining Equations 38 - 40 and Equation 25, the energy conversion 
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Strain to failure 
(%) 
d-Ti3C2Tx-0 19.3±1.5 3.47±0.1 1.2 ± 0.2 
d-Ti3C2Tx-25 33.1 ± 2.0 2.58 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.3 




Table 11 - The intrinsic characteristics of the membranes. 
Membranes A (L m-2 h-1) B (L m-2 h-1) S (µm) 
d-Ti3C2Tx-45 7.76 17.47 57.0 ± 2.1 













Figure 39 - AFM images of membrane surface roughness (a) d-Ti3C2Tx/GO-0, (b) d-
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